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Franklin
may leave
MHS post

New production line
to create more jobs
at Fisher-Price plant

PR

Fisher-Price will be calling
back 30 to 35 laid-off workers when
it opens a new production line, according to personnel manager
Keith Hayes.
The local toy plant currently
has 73 employees laid off. Hayes
said he hopes to have them all
back at work during spring.
The new line, slated to be in production April 1, will be making a
childrens' phonograph, which was
Fisher-Price's best-selling item
during 1981. $12 million worth of
phonographs were sold last year,
according to F-P facility planning
vice president Harvey Busch.
Busch was at the Murray operation Friday attending the distribution of profit sharing to 775 local
workers. Total distribution in
Murray was more than $750,000.

The total profit sharing amounts
to nearly 15 percent of each
employee's eligible wages, down
from 1981's 17 percent, when the
company distributed a total of
$10.4 million. This year F-P
distributed $10.1 million to more
than 4,800 employees in the United
States.
Also, Busch presented to Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis a check
as the first of 10 payments for an
Urban Development Action
Grant, a federal grant used to help
procure funds at a favorable rate
of interest for development at the
toy plant.
Busch said Fisher-Price sales in
CHECKING UP — Fisher-Price plant manager Paul Kiesow, left, watches as Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis
the U.S. increased 8 percent dur- accepts a check from F-P facility planning vice president Harvey Busch. The check is the first of 10 payments
ing 1981 to $253 million, while total for an Urban Development Action Grant used by the Fisher-Price plant.(Additional photo, page two.)
Staff photo by Duane Spurlock
world-wide sales increased 7 percent to $404 million.

Reorganization limitations bill approved in house

1942_

Related story,page two
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — An
the
to
sight
in
is
y
end apparentl
provritt-of_ a bill to make Brown's
year-long controversy between
order a part of state law.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. and
The approved compromise
Agriculture Commissioner Alben
returns certain marketing and
Barkley II over Brown's
promotional functions to
reorganization of the agriculture
Barkley's agency, but gives the
agency.
executive branch authority over
With no debate, the House appromoting agricultural exports
proved a bill Friday which limits a
and some 8500,000 to do the job in
governor's reorganization
the next two fiscal years.
authority between legislative sesBeyond the amendment, the bill
sions. But the bill was amended
essentially requires that any exwith a Brown-Barkley agreement ecutive orders on reorganization
before the measure was approved.
of state agencies between sessions
The dispute between the two be approved by the Legislative
elected officials began more than Research Commission, the
a year ago when Brown, by ex- General Assembly's bipartisan
ecutive order, transferred major leadership.
promotional and marketing funcIn other House action Friday, a
tions from the Agriculture Depart- Kentucky State Racing Commisment.
sion regulation that would have
Barkley won the ensuing court banned the practice of drugging
fight, but his efforts would have thoroughbred horses was rebeen negated by legislative ap- jected.

The rule would have made it illegal to give race horses any kind
of medication, including a
painkiller, within 24 hours of a
race.
Legislators who opposed the
restriction said it had been
adopted by the racing panel
without proper authority or
regard to law.
But Rep. Bob Heleringer, RLouisville, argued for adoption of
the rule on its merits, saying that
the growing practice of druggiag
horses has become a serious
threat to the animals and the
jockeys who ride them.
Another bill that would require
the state Personnel Board to help
relocate several thousand state
workers who have been laid off m
recent months was approved by
the House.
That proposal was based on a
Legislative Research Commission

study which showed many of the
layoffs were not necessary.
After lengthy debate, the House
delayed consideration of another
bill that would have allowed local
governments to certify electricians regardless of their experience.
In the Senate, approval was
given a bill that its sponsor maintained would enable the state Personnel Board to do a more effective job.
The bill would make the Personnel Board an independent state
agency, able to hire its own staff
and submit its own budget requests. The part-time board,
which hears appeals from actions
involving state merit system
employees, currently is under the
state Department of Personnel.
The bill would also make appointments to the board subject to
confirmation of the Senate and

would add the state attorney
general as an advisory member of
the board.
The Senate also passed and sent
to the House a bill that would exempt the Legislative Research
Commission from gubernatorial
reorganization.
Another measure receiving the
Senate's approval would provide a
mechanism to help adopted persons find and be reunited with Siblin
-The bill would allow adults who
had been adopted to file a request
with the state Department of
Human Resources showing interest in finding adopted siblings.
If the Human Resources
Department finds an adopted sibling, it would make the request
known to that person, who would
then have the option of contacting
or not contacting the sibling who
was trying to find him.
The Senate also passed a bill
that its supporters said was aimed
at protecting small businesses
against state regulatory harassment.
The House-approved measure
would require most state agencies
which file suit against a business
and lose to pay the legal costs of
the defendant.

In addition to a search for a middle school principal and a football
coach, the Murray Independent
School board is expecting to begin
seeking a high school principal
soon.
According to school superintendent Robert Glin Jeffrey, Murray
High principal W. A. Franklin is a
top candidate for a similar position with the Bowling Green Independent School District.
"He has not resigned (as principal of MHS)," Jeffrey said Friday afternoon. "I know he is being
considered (at Bowling Green)
and there's a good possibility he
will be employed (there)."
Attempts to contact Franklin
have been unsuccessful.
Jeffrey said Franklin advised
him earlier this week about the
possibility he would be leaving the
local school system. "He feels it's
a good opportunity for he and his
family," Jeffrey said.
Franklin is in his second year as
principal at Murray High. Prior to
assuming that post he spent
several years on the Murray State
and one year with the Ohio County
school system.
Recommendations on the MMS
principal and coaching positions
are expected next month.

chance of rain
Clear and cooler tonight.
Lows near 40. Clouds increasing Sunday with a chance of
rain late in the day. Light northwest winds tonight with east
winds Sunday. Chance of rain
will drop to less than 20 percent
by midday.
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Miss American Aardvark
crowned at Philadelphia Zoo
Oa.

-

LINEMEN FOR THE COUNTY — South Central Bell employees
Don Blalock (left), Murray, and Mike Boyd, Mayfield, found their

work a little above ground when they rearranged cables on a new
telephone pole.

PHILADELPHIA(AP) — Many
new Miss
Ann —Times
American Aardvark, says she's
not bothered that the aardvark is
an ugly animal.
God meant the aardvark for
something," she said. "I think
they were meant to bring fun and
laughter to our lives, and the aardvarks need all the help_ they can
get- ..
Miss Jones, a 44-year-old arChaeology student from Haworth,
N.J., won the title and accepted a
crown of daisies Friday at the
fourth annual contest at the
Philadelphia Zoo. The contest was
part of the American Association
of Aardvark Aficionados' National
Aardvark Week, which ends today.
Seven contestants signed up for
the 1982 contest, but only two
showed up. Delores Ciotti, 27, an
adjustor for a Philadelphia
department store, took second

place.
"It was fun," Miss Ciotti said.
It was one of my crazie: adventures, and it probably won't be my
last."
Miss Ciotti did a pantomime
dance for the talent portion of the
contest. But Miss Jones won with
a recital of her original work "Aan
Ode to Aan Aardvark," which said
PO:
"Aabstruse and aabsurd aas
aan aardvark might look,
"They're usually the dirt et
aan aaiphabet book,
"Looking like spare parts from
88 zoo,
"Proving God has aa good sense
of humor too."
The zoo's aardvark, Aamy, appeared awake and alert during the
ceremonies, although she usually
sleeps in the daytime. Aamy scurried around in her pen, burrowing
her snout in the sand and acting
quite un-aardvarklike.

Huddleston predicts changes in federal tobacco program
HENDERSON,Ky.(AP) — The
ranking Democrat on the Senate
Agriculture Committee predicts
there will be changes in the tobacco price support program but
warns that unless all interested
parties keep together, the whole
program could go down the drain.

•

Kentucky Sen. Walter "Dee"
Huddleston, D-Ky., warned a
group of tobacco growers and
warehouse operators Friday that
they should shelve their difference's or face losing federal

price support altogether.
Speaking at the last of three
public hearings leading up to an
Agriculture Committee meeting
Monday in Lexington, Huddleston
said Congress has mandated that
the tobacco program be virtually
self-supporting by the end of 1982.
Although the Agriculture
Department has made some administrative changes which will
bring down the cost of the program,some changes in legislation
will also be required, he said.
He warned that unless tobacco

interests maintain a unified front,
opponents of the program, who
have made annual attempts to
scrap the program, will finally be
successful.
Huddleston noted that burley
tobacco, the major crop in Kentucky, has traditionally not been
among the major drains on the
price support program because of
a big demand for the high quality
leaf.
The price of flue-cured tobacco,
however, has often fallen below
the supported level and the

government has had to step in. growers of other types of tobacco.
There is also a historical
Flue-cured, which is less expensive to grow than burley, is a distrust among tobacco growers
popular crop in eastern- states for warehouse operators and
such as the Carolinas.
manufacturers.
One proposed change in the
Huddleston cautioned the nearly
price-support system would allow 200 people attending the Henderthe secretary of agriculture to son hearing that each sector of the
have more leeway in establishing industry must be willing to accept
support levels.
compromise in order to get a proBurley growers, who have tradi- gram that is fair to all.
for
demand
tionally enjoyed high
''Virtually all of the problems in
their crop and therefore a smaller
need for federal support, are less the tobacco industry come from
wary of that proposal than flue-cured," Huddleston said.
,..

•

But you cant separate them.
The one thing that will assure
defeat ... will be a division in the
industry itself."
He said that the actual changes
necessary in legislation to make
the price-support program costfree are actually very small. Industry supporters in Washington,
however, are considering bigger
changes to defuse opposition to the
entire program.
"Once we get the program nocost, it will cut the ammunition
out from these people," he said.
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Brown says hell veto billlimiting powers

CITY STICKERS — City Clerk Jo Crass announced city vehicle
stickers will go on sale Monday in her office. Stickers cost $15. All city residents and persons employed in the city who live outside the city limits must buy one for each vehicle. Murray State University
students working on or off campus also must purchase stickers. Office hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

FRANKFORT,Ky (AP)— Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. plans to exercise his veto authority concerning
a bill that would limit a governor's
reorganization powers if it is
enacted by the 1982 Legislature.
The governor said Friday that if
his veto is overridden, he will seek
a fRendly court suit to delineate
the line between executive and
legislative powers.
Speaking at a press conference
hours after the House approved
the reorganization measure,
Brown said the challenge of the
legislation would be "... a fun
issue, but it's one that is important."
The measure was approved by
the House 95-3 and sent to the
Senate, which was expected to approve it by a similar margin.
"It will be a friendly veto,"
Brown told reporters.
Legislative leaders have told
him that now that they have independence from a governor, they

Paxton, Central City, is currently serving his seventh year of an
eight-year term as judge of the
45th judicial circuit.
The state supreme court "is a
natural, career objective for a
lawyer oriented toward the
judiciary," Paxton said.
He said he is not dissatisfied
with the circuit court arrangement and likes the court of appeals system. "I think our state's
is the finest court system there is.
I wish more people in the Commonwealth knew more about it.
They should be really proud of it."
Paxton noted that in a nonpartisan race (the candidates run
without a political party affiliation) like the supreme court race,
no real issues exist for the candidates to debate. He said he is the
only candidate with trial bench experience, and feels this gives him
an advantage as a candidate.
Judge Paxton served as state
transportation secretary and
highway commissioner 1574-1975.
He served as speaker pro-tem of
Kentucky House of Represen-

FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — The
state Racing Commission exceeded its authority when it approved
a rule making it illegal to drug
thoroughbred race horses, the
Kentucky House has decided.
The House voted 67-12 Friday to
reject the regulation after Rep.
William Brinkley, D Madisonville, argued it had been
adopted without regard to
statutory law.
The rule would have banned the
practice of giving thoroughbreds
any kind of medication, including
painkillers, within 24 hours of a
race.
Brinkley said a legislative
review subcommittee had struck
down the proposed drug ban after
concluding that the Racing Commission lacked the power to issue
such a regulation.
He said the question was not
whether horses should be drugged, but whether the Racing Commission was correct in issuing the
rule.
But Rep. Bob Heleringer argued
Judge Bill Paxton
for adoption of the rule on its
merits, contending that horsetatives two terms, 1972 and 1974. drugging has become a serious
He was a state representative threat to the animals and the
three terms, 1970, 1972 and 1974.
jockeys who ride them.
Paxton was among the first cirHeleringer said he strongly obcuit judges to permit television jected to free use of the painkiller
and still cameras and radio equip- butazolidin, commonly referred to
ment in the courtroom in Ken- as "bute," to increase the pertucky, as a special judge during a formance of race horses.
double murder trial in Owensboro.
He said that as horses have been
Paxton is married and has four subjected to increased levels of
children. He completed his work drugs, they have broken down and
towards a degree at the Universi- have sometimes injured their
ty of Kentucky.
mounts. -

Waste dump cleanup wildelines
drawing less than rave reviews
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
guidelines the Reagan administration has come up with to
govern the cleanup of the country's worst hazardous waste
dumps are drawing less than rave
reviews from environmentalists.
Critics are attacking the National Contingency Plan on the
grounds it fails to set specific standards for answering the question,
"How clean is clean?"
And one congressman said the
plan released Friday by the Environmental Protection Agency
could have a "chilling effect" on
the effort to clean up dangerous
chemical dumps.
The 90-page document implements the 1980 Superfund law,
which created a $1.6 billion fund to

clean up the 400 worst dumps in
the country. The plan details
methods the agency will use to
identify abandoned dumps,
establishes priorites to decide
which should be cleaned up first
and sets broad standards governing the level of cleanup.
The EPA was nine months late
issuing the plan. It acted Friday
on the last day of a court order
directing the agency to issue the
proposal, which will not become
final until after public comments
are reviewed.
The plan was attacked by an environmental groups for failing to
set firm goals on how much
cleanup should be done.
"Unless you set specific goals,
then many dumps will not be

Fonnerhusbands of woman
charged with murder sought
COLUMBIA, Mo. (AP) —
Authorities in four Southern states
are trying to locate the former
husbands of a 52-year-old woman
charged with killing her latest
mate by injecting him with an insulin overdose.
Dolores Miller pleaded innocent
Friday to a charge of capital
murder in the death of Erroll L.
Miller. She was being held in the
Boone County Jail in lieu of
$150,000 bond.
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Miller, 59, died Wednesday of an
insulin overdose, said Boone
County Medical Examiner Jay
Dix. The couple had been married
Jan. 21 after meeting through an
ad that Miller placed with a Memphis, Tenn.,dating service.
Mrs. Miller told police she had
been married to six other men
through "lonely hearts" ads in
Georgia, Tennessee, Mississippi
and Arkansas, according to Sgt.
Dale Richardson.
However, she may have been
married "six, seven or 70 times.
We're not sure at this point," said
Lt. Tom Hudson.
Only one of Mrs. Miller's former
husbands is known to have died —
of a heart attack in 1970.
After their marriage in Vienna,
Mo., the couple moved into
Miller's home in Dixon, a small
south-central Missouri town.
Shortly afterward, Miller, a
retired television repairman and
machinist, changed his bank account so his new bride was eligible
to withdraw his assets, police
said.

The Legislative Research Commission would have to approve
any executive order issued by the
governor between legislative sessions under the measure.
Brown said that had this come
about earlier in his tenure, he
could not have cut $600 million
dollars during his tenure without
running into all kinds of needless,
time-consuming legislative
obstacles.
Brown slashed state spending in
the past two years to offset the
state's revenue shortfall during
the recession.
"This is their moment in the
sun," Brown said of Legislature.
"It doesn't bother me because I
have all the power that I can say

grace over."
He is taking a stand for future
governors in the interest of a true
balance between the legislative
and executive_ branches, Brown
saki
Brown also said the the state Attorney General's office has advised him that the reorganization bill
would be unconstitutional.
A recent state Supreme Court
decision specified that the
General Assembly is "powerless
during the interim" between sessions and therefore cannot form
any committee with authority,
Brown said.
"I don't think (the Legislature)
has thought it through," he added.
At first the governor declined to
say if he would openly challenge
reorganization if it became law,
but then said, -I'd be glad to go to
court."
He said he has worked well with
the legislators and "they can do
what they want, but they can't

change the Constitution ..I
understand how they feel but they
picked the wrong spot."
Attached to the reorganization
bill is a settlement of the year-long
controversy in which Brown pulled certain functions from the state
Agriculture Department.
Under the amendment, state
Agriculture-Commissioner Alben
Barkley II would get promotional
and marketing functions back, but
$500,000 would be allotted in the
next biennium for the executive
branch to carry out those functions in reality.
If a governor vetoes a
legislative bill near the end of the
session, the General Assembly
can override in a special veto
meeting by 51 votes in the House
and 19 in the Senate.
The General Assembly has
scheduled the last three days of
the session toward mid April for
overriding vetoes, but Brown indicated there would be very few
vetoes.

House votes against thoroughbred drug ban

Paxton brings campaign
for courtseat to Murray
Circuit Judge B.R. (Bill) Paxton campaigned in Murray Friday
afternoon. He is seeking a seat on
the Kentucky Supreme Court from
the first district.

want protection against tuture
gubernatorial inroads, Brown
said.
"But they went overboard on
this one," he said. "If they want to
manage the executive branch,
they ought to run for governor."

made safe," said Khristine Hall,
an attorney for the Environmental
Defense Fund.
Ms. Hall complained that
specific cleanup standards in the
draft, which was begun under the
Carter administration, were dropped from the proposal.
Others complained about
references in the report to making
sure the most cost-effective
cleanup methods are employed.
Rep. Toby Moffett, D-Conn.,
charged that such requirements
could slow cleanup to a snail's
pace.
"I am afraid the plan will leave
those responsible for emergency'
cleanup mired in red tape while
leaking toxics destroy resources
and threaten public health," he
said.
EPA Administrator Anne Gorsuch said the plan was not specific
on cleanup levels because "each
site is different."
"This doesn't get us boxed into
the old regulatory maze of saying
just how far you can go," Mra._
Gorsuch said. "Its provisions are
concise, its language nontechnical and its requirements
flexible."
She said the plan "exemplifies
regulatory reform in the Reagan
administration."
The Superfund law provides for
two types of actions — emergency
stopgap work where there is immediate danger to public health
and long-term work to permanently eliminate hazards.
The agency released statistics
showing that since Superfund was
enacted in December 1980, $19.8
million has beer, spent providing
emergency work at 54 sites and
long-term cleanup work at 37
sites.
So far, cleanup has been completed at only one site — a oneblock area in Baltimore once
operated by Chemical Metals Industries Inc.
In October, EPA issued a list of
115 sites in 40 states eligible for
Superfund money.

"If a horse can't run on hay,
oats and water," said Heleringer,
-he shouldn't be racing — I don't
care how much revenue we need."
The Horsemen's Benevolent and
Protective Association, a group of
horse trainers and owners, has
fought the drug ban.
Another measure that would require the state Personnel Board to
help relocate several thousand
state workers laid off in recent
months was approved 86-0 by the
House.
That proposal was based on a
Legislative Research Commission
study which showed many of the
layoffs were unnecessary.
"This is an attempt to restore

the confidence of state employees
Legislators who opposed the
in the merit system," said Rep. measure said it would allow only a
Hank Hancock,one of the bill's co- few electricians to operate and
sponsors. The measure now goes would drive many out of business.
to the Senate.
Mann agreed to postpone a vote
After lengthy debate, the House on the issue at the request of Rep.
delayed action on a bill that would Dottie Priddy, D-Louisville, who
allow local governments to ex- asked for more time to study the
amine the competency of electri- bill.
In other action, the House passcians regardless of their exed and sent to the Senate a bill that
perience in the trade.
would allow rural areas of the
Sponsoring Rep. Terry Mann, state to hold referendums on
D-Newport, said the measure was establishing local ambulance serdesigned to apply only to northern vices and a measure that would
Kentucky and would protect the require cable television compublic from fires and other pro- panies with at least 350 Kentucky
blems caused by shoddy electrical subscribers to after at least one
work.
Kentucky station.

SHARING — Betty Woolf,a Fisher-Price employee,examines names on envelopes as she waits for her profit abating check from Fisher-Price. More than $750,000 was distributed to 775 plant workers Friday following
an assembly with Harvey Busch, vice president of facility planning, and plant manager Paul Kiesow.(Story
and photo, page one.)
Staff photo by Duane Spurlock.

Businessmen see economy
on the way out of recession
NEW YORK (AP) — With a
pickup in sales by retailers, the
first decline in wholesale prices in
six years and a slight slowing of
the rate of business failures,
analysts and businessmen expressed optimism this past week
that the economy is beginning to
emerge from recession.
But uncertainty continues about
the course of interest rates.
Borrowing costs must recede
from current lofty levels before
consumer spending and business
Investment pick up, economists
say. Otherwise a recovery could
be
eabh
"Tlatest
oerted
economic indicators
raise hopes that the worst of the
recession is over and that a
recovery could get under way in
spring or early summer," according to economists at Morgan
Guaranty Trust Co., the nation's
fifth largest bank.
But the bank's monthly analysis
adds: "Recent brightening in the
outlook should by no means occasion unbounded optimism.
Recovery seems destined to proceed at a slow pace as compared
with the early stages of a normal
recovery."
Morgan Guaranty projects the
inflation-adjusted gross national
product will rise at an annual rate
of about 3 percent in the initial
quarters of the coming expansion,
compared with a usual recovery
pace of 5 percent to 6 percent.
a
msyu.res the value of all
goods and services produced
pr
by
the P
ecomno
e
Among the bright spots in the
economy this past week was a
Labor Departmeni report that

wholesale prices, as measured by
the Producer Price Index, fell at
an annual rate of 1.7 percent in
February.
It was the first decline since
February 1976, and a sign of the
severity of the recession.
An unwinding of inflation, it is
hoped, will bring down interest
rates and spur consumer buying
to help fuel an economic recovery.
The Commerce Department
reported retail sales rose 1.6 percent in February, reversing a 1.5
percent decline in January. Part
of the turnabout was attributed to
milder weather in February
following severe storms in the
first month of the year.
The department also said U.S.
businesses reduced their inventories of unsold goods by 0.4 percent in January following a

record-high 0.7 percent reduction'
in December.
With interest rates high,
businesses cannot afford to keep
large inventories. Those inventories must be reduced before
businesses increase production
and recall idled workers.

Appeal planned
ATLANTA (AP) — Attorneys for
Wayne B. Williams hope to launch
the appeals process for his two
murder convictions by filing a motion for a new trial Monday after a
vacationing judp returns to
work.
Williams, a 23-year-old black
free-lance photographer, was convicted Feb. 27 and sentenced to
life in prison for the murders of
two young Atlanta blacks.

Income assistance funds
available to individuals
The federal government has
made $4.1 million available to
Kentucky for the Low Income
Energy Assistance Program, according to Grady Stumbo,
Secretary of Department for
Human Resources.
Local offices of the Bureau for
Social Insurance are taking applications for the funds on a firstcome,first-serve basis.
The Emergency Public Service
Commission regulation signed
earlier this month by Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. provides an additional
30 days to arrange payment of

overdue utility bills. Households
with a total income 130 percent of
the poverty level are eligible and
must be certified by the local
social insurance bureau.
Applicants for assistance need
to show notice from the utility
company that a bill is past due.
Previous to the regulation, a
notice of service cut-off was required for assistance.
Since the energy assistance program began Jan. 4, approximately 71,000 applications have been
taken and $9,400,000 has been
distributed.
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'Congress looks
at defense funds

I

A government's first obligation is to provide for
the national defense. And when the Reagan adnainistration presents documented evidence that
U.S. security is threatened by evergrowing Soviet
Might, we ignore it at our peril.
So after years of neglect, President Reagan proposes to raise defense spending almost one-fifth in
the next fiscal year. Indeed, the Senate Armed See
vices Committee gave preliminary endorsement to
'he president's request for $263 billion in military
spending.
However, it is noteworthy that as strong a backer
of Pentagon spending as Sen. John G. Tower, RTex., chairman of the panel, says this does not
necessarily mean the committee will authorize this
amount, that it plans hearings to try to achieve
every possible economy in defense spending.
This is a wise course in light of growing concern
even among the president's allies over the prospect
of triple-digit deficits that threaten to slow the nation's recovery from recession. We don't agree with
critics of Reagonomics who would tinker with
scheduled income tax cuts, but suggest that it is
Congress' responsibility to ask whether every
defense dollar, among others,is needed.
Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger has succeeded in his year in office in installing reforms
such as multi-year contracts designed to permit
purchase of more weapons in fiscal 1983 for $2.4
billion than under previous practices. But he has
proved inordinately reluctant to cancel any bigticket items, even those that appear to duplicate
others.
If the Pentagon refuses to cut a major piece of
hardware, Pentagon reporter Walter S. Mossberg
ot the Wall Street Journal writes that it is likely that
Congress will act by chopping readiness-related
items such as training, fuel, spare parts and_.
maintenance. Such a move would dangerously
jeopardize national preparedness, not to mention
possibly affecting the logistics mission of McClelland Air Force Base here.
There is a tendency for Pentagon supporters to
argue that defense spending is untouchable. It is
not, and Congress is obliged to get the best possible
bang for our bucks while seeking to revitalize the
economy.
(Reprinted by permission of The Sacramento
Union

Wierray Ledger 8r Times

by robed novak and rowland evans

inside report
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Roving diplomats can undermine policies
WASHINGTON - Inside the office
of Marxist Nicaragua's head of state
on Feb. 15, Rep. Clarence Long of
Maryland followed up his accusation
of U.S. government "cover up" by
promising "to haul (assistant
secretary of state) Tom Enders
before my committee to get the
truth" about whether Nicaragua is
running guns to Marxist guerrillas in
El Salvador.
During his one day in Managua,
feisty "Doc" Long displayed his contempt for U.S. policy in Central
America. That is perfectly acceptable on the floor of the House, but
serious questions are raised in the
minds of administration officials
when free-wheeling members of Congress launch such assaults in the
presence of foreign officials.
What sets Long apart from other
traveling congressmen is his control
over the president's new Caribbean
Basin aid program as chairman of
the House appropriations subcommittee on foreign operations. Long
has quietly postponed three days of
hearings on Soviet-Cuban Nicaraguan aid to Salvadoran insurgents, demanding prior evidence
of gun-running before holding the
hearings. He is also likely to place
the same condition on considering

the president's entire Caribbean
Basin aid program, economic as well
as military.
Long's performance in Managua
was the subject of an understated
cable from the U.S. Embassy that
has been discussed with key
members of Congress. It related
details of his Feb. 15 interview with
Daniel Ortega, one of nine members
of Nicaragua's ruling Sandinista
Directorate and nominal head of
state and designated -coordinator"
of the junta.
In his talk with Commandante
Ortega, Long expressed sympathy
for Nicaragua's Cuban-backed
revolution and "distrust" of U.S. efforts to channel it into non-Marxist,
pluralistic. directions (at one point,
however, cautioning Ortega that
"concern" was growing over the junta's "Marxist-Lennist" trend).
Long listened as Ortega excoriated
the Reagan administration for "supporting" alleged -counterrevolutionary" training groups in
Florida to join with Honduran
military teams against the Sandinistas across the Rio Coco in
Nicaragua. Long agreed: The U.S.
was guilty of "cover up," he said. He
appeared to accept Ortega's claim of
innocence in Sandinista butchery of

Miskito and other Indian tribes: The
forced resettlement of indians, said
Ortega, was "humanitarian."
U.S. officials escorting Long tried
to set the congressman straight.
Angrily, they told Ortega there is no
question whatsoever about arms
traffic from Nicaragua to
Salvadoran guerrillas. They labeled
"relocation" of indian tribes from
their ancestral villages along the
Atlantic Coast for what it is: "A
massive human rights violation of an
entire indigenous group."
Long grew impatient hearing U.S.
officials defending Washington
policy. At one point he actually
shouted in irritation that it was no affair of Washington to show interest in
the size of Nicaraguan military
forces. It was not the business of the
U.S. to show the relationship between
the Nicaraguan military and the
Salvadoran insurgency.
Even before his conversation with
Ortega, Chairman Long insulted outof-power leaders of Democratic opposition groups trying to modify
Nicaragua's Marxist revolution and
seeking U.S. economic aid for private
enterprise. They still retain the right
to hold small grievance meetings
against the junta, but their attempts
to hold mass meetings twice were

letter to the editor

This is service?
Sir:
It seems that with the election
three years away, some county offices are very independent.
Recently I needed a small car to
drive to work in Murray. I located a
1975 Chev. Monza that could be
bought for $1,050. Being of limited
funds I wondered if I could buy the
car, and also pay the sales tax.
I called the county clerk's office to
find out what the tax would be. The
lady who answered said we are busy
we do not have time to look up tax on
cars.
After waiting 1,2 hour, and calling
back !received the same answer.
It is long distance to Benton, but
being frustrated decided to call the
clerks office there. A polite lady said
the tax will be $80. This conversation
took less than a minute. Maybe the
election In Calloway should be held
every yearJane Henson
Rt.3,Benton

4

Oil prices falling
By MillretINNIPP
AP BuiliiiimAnalyst
NEW YORK (AP)-Should Americans cheer as
the price of oil drops?
The answers isn't simple. It involves the volatile
politics of the Middle East, the perhaps complacent
attitude of Americans, and the continuation of new
international trade patterns.
A serious question exists,for example,of whether
the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries
can adjust to price competition as importing nations did,though perhaps poorly,to its cessation.
How,for example, will OPEC nations pay for imports, which have risen sharply as they adapted to a-higher standard of living? What happens politically
if a decade of rising standards ends abruptly?
"Unless there is a political event, with one of the
major producers reducing supplies, the ability of
OPEC to maintain its exports and living standards
seems bleak," says Robert Aliber, professor of international economics and finance at the University
of Chicago.
Barring that "political event," which Aliber isn't
convinced won't occur, he sees world oil demand
falling and price-cutting becoming more common,
no matter if the cartel continues to exist in name.
Even Saudi Arabia is likely to get hurt, he said.
Current production of 8 million barrels a day is too
much for that country under current market conditions, and it will have to cut, he said. If output drops
below 6 million barrels a day, he contends, It no
longer will be sufficient to finance imports, on
which living standards depend.
But, he observed, the Saudis have 8200 billion in
the bank, a reserve, a cushion not possessed by
other OPEC nations. In his opinion, the Saudis will
spend some of this to maintain living standards,
while seeking a pact with other nations to cut output.
Suspicions by OPEC nations that the downturn in
prices is part of a plot could have an affect on the
United States' stake in the Mideast, but the larger
impact could be caused by political unrest that
might follow a reversion to living standards of a
decade ago.
Members of the Energy and Environmental
Policy Center at Harvard criticize plans to
downgrade or eliminate the Department of Energy.
The deputy director of Georgetown University's
Center for Strategic and International Studies last
month expressed concern about the "belief in the
U.S. that oil prices are going to remain low."
'A major fear of some students of the oil situation
Is that the United States may also be conveying to
Europe the impression that it is relatively unconcerned about discussing mutual energy problems.
In Paris, the International Energy Agency addressed a statement to the United States warning
that consuming nations could not afford to postpone
energy diversification and conservation programs.
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Mirrrcry Ledger & Times
Walter L. Apperson
Publisher
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Editor
The Murray Ledger & Times is a member of
Associated Press, Kentucky Press Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association.
The Associated Press is exclusively naiad
to news originated by The Murray Ledgert,4
Times and other AP News.

broken up by mobs organized by the
Sandinistas.
Long was not interested in them.
He told Alfonso Robelo, leader of the
Nicaraguan Democratic Movement,
that the U.S. has no interest in
Nicaragua and should not spend "one
penny" to strengthen vanishing
wisps of private enterprise or
democratic pluralism. He said that
be himself had no interest in Robelo,
his country or Central America.
When we asked Chairman Long
whether in fact he opposed all U.S.
aid for democratic forces in
Nicaragua and El Salvador, he was
equally candid. He described himself
as a "limitationist," not interested in
spendng up to $20 billion in a potentially "counter-productive" aid program. Besides, he said, it is "hard to
weed out the goods from the bads."
Beyond spelling trouble for
Reagan's Caribbean aid program,
Doc Long raises doubts about the
value of Capitol Hill's roving
diplomats. To oppose the Reagan
program is the right of any member
of Congress. To spill out that opposition on the desk of a foreign revolutionary leader determined to subvert
and defeat U.S. policy can only encourage this country's adversaries.
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(yoking bock
Ten years ago
Donna Jones, senior at Murray
State University, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Donald Jones, Murray, had
been elected national student
represenative to Executive Board of
Association of Childhood Education
International. She was to attend a
board meeting in Denver, Colo.,
April 2-7.
Sallie Guy, Emily Wolfson and
Barbara Fleming had displays of
their hand-woven articles at
Calloway County Public Library.
Twenty years ago
L. W. Paschall was sworn in as a
member of Murray Housing Commission by Calloway County Judge
Robert O. Miller.
Dr. Hugh L. Oakley, head of industrial arts derirtment, Murray
State University, had returned from
President's Conference on Occupa-

tional Safety in Washington.
Thirty years ago
Pvt. Fred R. Johnson was serving
as a rifleman with 25th Infantry Division in Korea.
Elected as officers of Calloway
County Post No. 5683, Veterans of
Foreign Wars, were William E. Dodson, John Shroat, John W. Baker,
Groover A. Parker, Hasten Wright,
J. C. Brewer, Ray P. Munday, Dr. A.
H. Kopperud and Robert O. Miller.
Forty years ago
A report by Callowajaeunty Tire
Rationing Board No. 18 showed the
board, since its inception up to March
1, had issued certificates for purchase of 162 tires and 149 tubes.
Total amount of tobacco handled
on three Murray loose leaf floors
through March 11 was 4,333,235
pounds. Sales average to date was

$12.04.
Murray High School Tigers, coached by Ty Holland, had beat New Concord High School Redbirds, coached
by Pat McCuiston, for Fourth
District Basketball Championship.
High team scorers were Alton for
Murray and Hamlin for New Concord.
Elected as officers and directors of
Calloway County Farm Bureau were
Hansford Doron, Rudy Hendon, Roy
Graham, Thomas Hargis, Q. D.
Wilson, R. R. Allbritten, Wayne
Dyer, Murray Ross, Devoe G. Reid,
Harvey Dixon, R. T. Howard, E. L.
Kuykendall, J. 0. Patton, 0. V.
Tidwell, Marvin Hill and W. E. Dick.
Fifty years ago
Mt obrs of Calloway County
Board of Education were Dr. Cody H.
Jones, chairman, Gardie Lassiter,

vice chairman, G. M. Potts, M. W.
Burkeen and Harry Wilcox.
Murray Fire Department had an
exceptional month during February
with one of lowest property loss
reports in months. The company had
answered three alarms during the
month without any property loss and
only $12 damage to furniture, according to Fire Chief A. G. Hughes.
"Butter churned from whipping
cream" was listed at 30 cents per
pound in ad for Murray Milk Products.
County Extension Agent C. 0.
Dickey will be available to explain
1932 crop and feed loans to farmers of
county made possible in January by
Federal Government's Reconstruction Finance bill.
Sarah Ann Key celebrated her 99th
birthday March?.
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Garden Deportment
hosts benefit event
ANNA MAE OWEN,right, served as hostess at benefit luncheon and card party by Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club. Among those assisting in:
eluded, from left, Sallyanne Sawyer, Faye McConnell, Modelle Miller and
Margaret Taylor.

Garden Department of
Murray Woman's Club
had its annual benefit luncheon and card party
March 4 at club house.
A buffet luncheon was
served at noon. Punch
was served during the
afternoon.
The St. Patrick's day
theme was used as a
motif for decorations for

Murray-Calloway County Hospital Auxiliary will
meet Wednesday at 10 a.m. in the education unit on
third floor of hospital. Dana Bazzell, head nurse of
labor and delivery, will demonstrate and explain
the new infant transporter. Coffee will be served at
9:30 a.m.

Roberts winner at Oaks
Final round of ladies bridge tournament was
played March 10 at Oaks Country Club. Ada Sue
Roberts was winner with Joyce Thomas as second
and Doris Johnson as third.

Events will be at church
Two events are scheduled during the coming
week at First Presbyterian Church. Persons Between Jobs will be Monday at 10 a.m. and Elder
Training will be Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. Members
will be attending Clergy/Laity Retreat March 19-20
at Lake Barkley.

Demolays plan meeting
Clarks Raver Demolay will meet Thursday at 7:30
p.m. at Mayfield Masonic Lodge, 369 E. Broadway,
Mayfield. This is for boys, 13 to 20, according to Bill

•4

Zambella, Murray, a member of Board of Directors. Interested persons may call 759-1104 for information.

Jason SGott Lilly born
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Lilly announce the birth of a
son, Jason Scott, born Feb. 23 at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Davis, Paducah, and Mrs. Linda Lilly and
late Prentice Lilly, Murray.

Dole Leys selected for book
Dale Leys, assistant professor of art at Murray
State University, has been selected to have his
name included in 1982 edition of "Who's Who in
American Art." His drawing entitled "Excavation
-II" was accepted in 12th annual winter show at
Anderson, Ind. Another drawing entitled
"Woodlawn IV" is being shown as a part of Ap-palechian National Drawing Competition, Farthing
Art Gallery, Appalachian State University, Boone,
N. C.
Mr. Leys will present a one-man exhibition of his
drawings at Vanderbilt University, Nashville,
March 29-April 23. He will present a visiting artist
lecture qi conjunction with the show of his work
there.

DEAR ABBY: I live in
a rather exclusive community for retired people,
and I am constantly
amazed at the aggressiveness of some of
the single women here.
A nice couple in their
mid-70s were here for
about a year, then the
wife died. The husband
buried her on a Tuesday
and by Thursday he had
received six invitations to
the Saturday dinner
dance! (He showed up at
the affair and accepted
"condolences" between
dances!)
I have already told my
husband that if I should
die first, unless he wants
to be hounded by women,
not to put my obituary in
the newspaper.
Abby, isn't there a
prescribed length of time
that one should mourn a
loved one to show
respect?
FLABBERGASTED IN
ARIZONA
DEAR FLA BBERGASTED: The time
to show "respect" is
when the loved one is living. The length of time
one mourns is a very individual matter. A brief
mourning period does not

necessarily show lack of
respect.
••.
DEAR READERS:
With apologies to those of
you who don't like my
"moldy oldies," I'm printing a rerun of a timely
Item that I think will be
appreciated by many:
DEAR ABBY: As a
professional counselor, I
encounter many people
who don't know how to
handle grief or the loss of
a loved one. They are
grieving alone because
their friends are afraid to
visit them. Why do
friends stay away?
Because they don't know
what to say.
I have learned more
from dying and grieving
people than I have from
books. Perhaps these tips
on how to give support to
those who are terminally
ill or are struggling to
cope with a tragedy or
loss will be useful to your
readers. Please feel free
to edit as you see fit and
use in your column.
PHYLLIS W.
HENDERSON, STAUNTON,VA.
1. When there's a terminally ill person in the
family, everyone asks the

family, "How is he?"
Those who must live with
that person need to hear,
"How are you?" The
family is hurting, yet
they're treated as if they
were invisible.
2. Don't worry about
what to say. Speak from
the heart. Or say nothing.
Sometimes just hugging
or holding someone can
convey more than words.
3. Don't worry about
what to bring someone
who is very ill. Bring
yourself. And give of
yourself. Don't be like the
person who runs in and
says,"I've come to cheer
you up...I'm doubleparked. Gotta run. Bye!"
4. Be there later.
Chances are, their numbness will wear off long
after the crisis or the
funeral, but by then,
everyone's gone home.
Anniversaries, birthdays
and holidays are hard
times to be alone.
5. Don't shut the
children out. If there are
children in the family,
listen to them, and don't
hide your tears. You
should teach them that
tears are healing. (They
are.) Ask each child if
he/she wants to attend

Dealt)

By Abigail Von Buren
the funeral, and accept
each answer as right for
that child.
6. Don't stay away. Go
even if you have a knot in
your stomach. Go even if
you're afraid you might
say all the wrong things.
Chances are they won't
remember your words,
but they'll feel your touch
and remember that you
came when theY needed
someone.
•••

Do you hate to write letters because you don't
know what to say?
Thank-you notes, gym- ,^
pathy letters, congratula.: te
tions, how to decline and L:
accept invitations and
how to write an in-;
teresting letter are included in Abby's booklet,
"How to Write Letters for
All Occasions." Send $2 •
and a long, stamped (37
cents), self-addressed
envelope to: Abby, Letter
Booklet, P.O. Box 311923,
Hollywood, Calif. 900311.

Practical nursing class scheduled
Practical Nursing Program at the Murray Area
Vocational Edseatiew
Center will begliflatig
applications for the 19112113 class on March 15. The
1982-83 class will begin
Aug. 2.
Applications must be

Bargain Matinees
Sat. and Sun.
2:00•Cheri
and Cine
All Seats 51.50
7:00,&:I0 + 2:00Sat.,Sua.

'Ward Pryor

Live Ott The
Sunset Strip(R)

picked up at the school office at 18th at Sycamore,
Murray, between The
hours of 8:30 a.m. and-3
p.m.

chase the required textbooks, uniforms, etc.
Registration for Kentucky residents is $5.00
per year and tuition is
$4.00 per month. Out-ofStudents will be re- state students will pay
quired to pay tuition and $20.00 for registration and
registration fees and pur- $40 per month tuition.

day through Friday at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers and each Tuesday and Thursday at Ellis
Center. Meals also are
sent out each day.

You think
your tobacco is
biting you and people
complain you're smoking
you-know-what. It's
time for a change to
OUR FINEST
Enjoy smoking all over again
(*ntoke *type
Olympic Plaza
Murray, Kentucky
753-3174

ON THE WTRIBETTHZ REAL
TRICK IS STATING ALIVE

FAMOLAREa

Sebago

OF
'31$-

-IA + 2:0Set. Sm.

Lei Show Fri. & Set.
I1 1:30-Tho Rocky Horror
Pietro Show (R)
11:40 — Adult
Entorteimmat
18 or Over Only
AN Late Show Seats $3.00

i

.
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Menus are as follows:
Monday — beef stew
with tomatoes, vegetable a. •
sticks, cole slaw, hot roll,'X;
butter, prunes, milk, cofee or tea.
Tuesday — baked ham,
white beans, turnip
greens, corn bread, butter, applesauce and sugar ;cookies, applesauce,
milk,coffee or tea.
Wednesday — sweetish r:
meatballs with cheese
sticks, whole kernel corn, ,
green bean casserole, hot
roll, butter, orange cake, •-•
banana, milk, coffee or

tea.
Thursday — fried
chicken, black eyed peas,
stewed cabbage, hot roll,
butter, baked apples, apple, milk,coffee or tea.
Friday — western
omelet, hash browns,
tossed salad, biscuit, butter, rice pudding, orange,
milk, coffee or tea.

HOME ST.

7.06,9:00 + 2:00Sat , San.

A STAANGER
IS WATCHING

•

The Murray Area Vocational Education Center ;„
does not discriminate on",___
the basis of race, color, —
national origin, religion,
marital status, or sex in
its educational programs,
activities, and employment policies.

Nutrition program weekly menus listed
Nutrition Program for
the Elderly and Meals on
Wheels menus for week of
March 15-19 have been
released.
Meals are served Mon-

Cal
F ull
Men'i
have
6:34

Lis.
Murr
Doug
rgar
their
p.m.
Hall,
Murr

JANE LANE, seated right, treasurer, Garden
t of Murray Woman's Club, receives
luncheon and card party. At left
tickets
are Mary Wells,standing,and Zula Sykes.

Length of mourning time
causes concern for woman

datebook
Auxiliary plans meeting

serving tables, card
Games played were
tables and tallies.
bridge, bingo, canasta
St. Patrick's figurines and clabber. Essie
and a spring floral ar- Caldwell won dour prize.
rangement adorned the
Hostesses were Anna
tea table. These were pro- Mae Owen and Frances
vided by Clovis Jones.
Whitnell. They were
Verble Yates and Myr- assisted by various other
tle Douglas explained department members.
rules of games. They
Guests were from Murpresented prizes to high ray, Mayfield and Paris,
scorers from each table.
Tenn.

Cal
Chap
Amer
meet
Radli
1:30i

Holiday
Sands*

New address?
WELCOME WAGON*
can help you
feel at home.
Greeting new neighbors is a tradition with
WELCOME WAGON — "America's Neighborhood Tradition.'"
I'd like to visit you. To say "Hi" and
present gifts and greetings from communityminded businesses. IN also present invitations you can redeem for more gifts. And
it's all free.
A WELCOME WAGON visit is a special
treat to help you get settled end feeling
more "at home." A friendly get-together is
easy to arrange. Just call me.
Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Hostess
Mary
Hamilton
Asst
753 5570

,ngeborg King
Asst

492 8348

111 UNITS
OCEAN FRONT
1, 2 and 3 Bedroom
Efficiency Apartments

A FAMILY MOTEL

if

•Hootod pool
$O clogroos
•Itoom phones
Cola IV
*Golf po<kog•
30 courses
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Corning community events scheduled
Satarday, March 13
Alcoholics Anonymous
ind Alanon will meet at 8
p.m. at western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.

Monday,March 15

p m. at lodge hall.
Recovery, Inc., will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Health Center, North
and Olive
Captain Wendell Oury Seventh
Streets.
of
Daughters
of
Chapter
American Revolution will
Community Chorus will
meet in meeting room of rehearse at 7:30 p.m. at
Radio Station WNBS at First United Methodist
1:30 p.m.
Church.
--Calloway Chapter of
Dancercise Class for
Full Gospel Business Murray Women of Moose
Men's Fellowship will will be from 6 to 7 p.m. at
have a dinner meeting at lodge hall.
6:30 p.m. at Triangle Inn.
Calloway County
Sunday, March 14
Association for Retarded
Lisa Goode Hussung, Citizens will meet at 7
Murray, voice major,and p.m. in Room 240, Special
Doug Vancil, Anna, Ill., Education Building, Murrgan major, will present ray
State University.
Persons_
their senior recital at 2
-ffelTieen Jobs
p.m. at Farrell Recital will meet at 10 a.m. at
Hall, Fine Arts Center, First Presbyterian
Murray State University. Church.
Monday,March 15
Theta Department of
Penny Homemakers Murray Woman's Club
Club will meet at 1 p.m. will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
at home of Helen Cole.
club house.
Bluegiass -Slate CB
Hazel Woodmen
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Joe's Family Lodges 138 and 869 will
meet at 7 p.m. at Hazel
Restaurant.
Community Center.
--Murray Lodge No. 105
Golden Circle Class of
Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at 7:30 Memorial Baptist Church

will have a social at 7
p.m.
-Tuesday, March II
Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
United Methodist Church.
Senior Adult
Fellowship of First Baptist Church will have a
potluck luncheon at noon
at fellowship hall of
church.
Parents and interested
persons of Multi-Age
Nursery Program at Early Childhood Center, Murray State University, will
be at 7 p.m. at Mason Hall
auditorium, nursing
building, MSU.
Calloway County Talk
and Demonstration Rally
for 4-H Club members
will be at 7 p.m. at
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
-Annual fashion show of
Music Department of
Murray Woman's club
wW include a luncheon at
noon and dessert at 7:30
p.m. at club house.
Wadesboro
Homemakers Club will

meet at 1 p.m. at home of
Pawnee Bedwell.

Tackling a suspicious cell

at lodge hall.

Alcoholics Anonymous
will meet at 8 p.m. at
DEAR DR. LAMB western portion of Recently I went to our famiLivestock and Exposition ly doctor for a yearly
Center.
checkup I mentioned that a
mole on my face had gotten
hard. He immediately cut it
Murray TOPS (take off out
and sewed it. He later
Murray Assembly No. pounds sensibly) Club reported to me that it was a
19 Order of Rainbow for will meet at 7 p.m. at basal cell carcinoma
I have been told by a
Girls will meet at 7 p.m. Health Center.
friend my doctor should
have referred me to a dermatologist and since it was
cancerous several radium
treatments should have been
given to the area as a safety
Recipe contest entries are requested for the Murfactor
ray Ledger & Times promotion. Winners will be
Is this necessary? Should I
selected from different categories, plus an overall
visit a dermatologist and see
if I need such treatments?
winner will be selected.
Could this cancer spread to
A special cookbook to be inserted in regular ediother areas of the skin? Now
tion of the daily newspaper will be published ThursI am worried. My doctor
day, April 8.
says we will just watch the
Winning recipes with the persons' names and all
area for a few years.
other recipes, space allowing, will be published.
DEAR READER - Of
course your family physiJudges from a panel of qualified food experts will
cian can treat such a skin
determine the categories for the recipes and the
cancer. And I am glad to
winners.
learn that he cut out the sus"Recipes do not have to be something out of the
pected area. The fact that he
of
everyday
recipe
any
simple
ordinary. Just a
told you it was a basal cell
menu item might be the winner," said Walter Apcarcinoma means that the
tissue was examined under a
person, publisher.
microscope for its characPersons, including men, women, teenagers, and
teristics. It usually means
children, should send recipes, along with name and
the doctor can see that the
address, by Monday, March 22, to the following adincision was adequate to
dress:
remove the entire cancer
Cookbook
area.
Microscopic ewamination
P.O. Box 1040
was particularly important
the Murray Ledger & Times
because of your story of it
Murray,Ky.47071
being a mole. Moles some-

Retirees of Local 1061
and families will have a
covered dish supper at
5:30 p.m. at First Christian Church.

Recipes requested

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D,
Limes develop malignant the bathroom `requ2ntly to
melanomas - is a much dif- urinate, especially at night,
ferent kind of cancer and three or four times. This
considerably more danger- problem reall! interferes •
with my sleep Are there
ous
A basal cell carcinoma is certain foods that can nake
not very malignant. They a person urinate more' I eat
tend to grow slowly They do breakfast and lunch but
not invade other parts of the sometimes skip supper. hopbody If neglected they can ing it will lessen my having
involve more and more local to go to the bathroom. but it
tissue resulting in more dis- doesn't seem to help
You
figuration when finally
DEAR READER
removed. If treated early will need to see the doctor
enough the area can often be and find out why you have
chemically removed, as with frequency of urination If
liquid nitrogen
you have a urinary tract
No, you do not need radi- infection the irritation in
um treatments for a basal your bladder area may
cell carcinoma. Your friend cause you to feel the urge to
evidently overreacts to the urinate. If your prostate _
word cancer and is not well gland IS closing down on
informed about the wide dif- your urethra you may not be
ferences in the different emptying your bladder and
types of cancers people have a constant urge to
urinate. Then if you happen
have.
I am sending you The to have diabetes as the
Health Letter number 7-10, cause, your body will use
Your Skin: Sun, Aging, Spots more water to flush out the
and Cancer, which discusses sugar in your urine.
the different types of skin
None of these conditions
cancer. Others who want that I have mentioned are
this issue can send 75 cents benefited by curtailing fluwith a long, stamped, self- ids or eliminating eating In
addressed envelope for it to fact, if you have an infection
me, in care of this newspa- you should be drinking extra
per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio water
City Station, New York, NY
In 1974, the unmanned
10019.
Mariner 10 spacecraft
DEAR DR. LAMB -- I am sent to earth the first
in prison and don't have any closeup pictures of the
way to find the answer to
my problem. I have to go to planet Venus.

Open Daily 9-9
Sunday 12-6

Your Individual
Horoscope

The Saving Place®

Frasees Drake
FOR SUNDAY,MARCH 14, 1982
What kind of day will tomor- LIBRA
row be? To find out whet the (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
stars say, read the forecast A child's speech or manner
given for your birth Sign.
could annoy you before noon.
Get in touch with those who
ARIM
can help you, and you'll find
4174 ways to increase your income.
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19).
You may be slightly an- SCORPIO
noyed with a close friend, yet ((ct.23to Nov. 21) nietlIC
still be able to make mutually Minor resentments will be
agreeable decisions regarding straightened out before day's
end. If you're willing to
joint assets.
overlook small shortcomings,
TAURUS
(Apr. 2O to May 20) tSkii? you'll have a good time.
Evening hours are best for SAGITTARIUS
socializing, and you may meet (Nov.72to Dec.21)
some very important people. A friend could get on your
Work performance is spotty, nerves. You'll be happier with
your own company now than
but still productive.
entering the social swim.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20) 11.1
9Catch up on needed rest.
Don't speak sharply to CAPRICORN
children. Instead, be willing to (Dec.22 to Jan. 19) V W:
help them with their projects. You're slightly concerned
Late afternoon brings new about a career matter and
should seek the advice of a
career developments.
trusted friend. Afternoon
CANCER
favors pleasant camaraderie.
(June 21 toJuly 22)
Despite some fretting about AQUARIUS
Coats, it's a good time to enter- (JIM")to Feb. 18)
tain friends at home or to plan Avoid ideological disputes.
,..::-_-jiomething
_
elitser oppoitunity could
special with
come now, and business afrelatives.
fairsprosper around nightfall.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 412((
i Aim farthe top!
Curb argumentativeness PISCES
before noon. Family affairs (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
preoccupy you. You may visit Avoid hasty decisions about
relatives or make phone calls investments or major purto distant friends.
chases. Consult with those
who can give you expert adVIRGO
( Aug.23 to Sept. 22) RP% vice.Shop around.
Shopping is favored, if you
avoid impulsiveness. It's a YOU BORN TODAY are
good time for heart-to-heart restless and show a Arca* intalks or brief visits with loved clination to both art and
ones.
science.

AlECNIAI LARGR
PAN/MOSE
REUSABLE PANTY

DOORBUSTER

DOORBUSTER

DOORBUSTER

K marts ADVERTISED
MERCHANDISE POLICY

SAN, kL
•V., r0•••

S5
'.,w LOS

ahte., fo..Nhon

e

intention ,s to have every adver
bsed item in stock on ow shelves If an
advertised tern Is not available tor purchase due to any unforeseen reason
K mart we issue a Rain Check on request
lot the merchandise (one tern or reasonable family quanItty) to be purchased at the
sale pince whenever available or will sell
you a comparable quality tern at a comparable reduction in once

Cjrhrm

lc
*••• ioar
,

WIENER miSseirC ORSCORISSI CliOrcti

ML-XL
Basic Colors
.0•••• GeV
..1ff21345118

041

We

MasterCard

Honor

Our Reg. 2.27

Our Reg. 11.97

Ea.
Box Of 280 Kleenex Tissue
2-ply, 9.25x8.48" tissues. White.

Credit Card Calculator
8-digit, memory, 4 functions
batlenes included

FOR MONDAY,MARCH 15, 1982
What kind of day will tomor- SCORPIO
row be" To find out what the (Oct.23 to Nov.21) MeV
stars say, reed the forecast A domestic plan may not be
given for your birth Sign.
practical, and may involve
surprising expenses. It's a
ARIES
good time to buy stereos and
--(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) ir
electrical appliances.
You find excitement in con- SAGITTARIUS
_0 eift
(
nection with distant affairs. (Nov.22to Dec.21) 11
Expect some surprises. Your The grand manner works
social life shoulin't lead to against you now. Others will
outlandish behavior.
not be impressed by your
TAURUS
ostentation. Restlessness
(Apr. 20 to May 20) d
marks the evening hours.
Avoid minor money disputes CAPRICORN
...with friends. You'll receive (Dec.fltoJan. 19) Vik4
surprising news regarding an A friend tends to exaginvestment or credit. Close gerate. You'd be wise to be a
ties are extravagant.
trifle skeptical of what you
GEMINI
hear now. Avoid those who
(May 21 to June 20) 1114
1-. tend toward superficiality.
9
Expectations regarding a AQUARIUS
business matter may be too (Jan.20to Feb. Ili)
high. Don't show off in front of Inappropriate
social
higher-ups. Loved ones behavior works against your
display independence.
career interests. Accent
CANCER
simplicity and sincerity and
(June 21 to July 22)
you'll reap rich rewards.
Extra work comes your way PISCES
unexpectedly. Be more (Feb. 19th Mar. 20) X
discriminating regarding A travel plan may be inapleisure-time activities. Try to propriate. Don't do things in a
avoid extremes.
careless manner. Unexpected
LEO
career developments are
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
possible now.
There may be a change in YOU BORN TODAY are a
dating plans, and you may be good moneymaker and can
entsavagant regarding a pur- succeed in business, though,
chase for the home. Inven- like most members of your
tiveness abounds!
sign, you may find the arts
VIRGO
and professions more appeal(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
ing. You have a genuine conA person's say-so may not cern for others and will sucbe enough. Get promises in ceed in government, public
writing. There'll be a surprise service and the care of the
at home, perhaps unexpected sick. Law, medicine, science,
company.
music and teaching are other
LIBRA
possible vocations. You have
(Sept 'Lilo Ott. 221
administrative ability and can
You tend to be extravagant succeed in large enterprises.
in the pursuit of pleasure. Businesses allied to the arts
Don't waste tune or money. may also appeal to you. BirUnexpected news arrives late thdate of Andrew Jackson,
Ill the
U.S. President

431(1
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Savings
On Our
Entire
Stock

Our Reg.
5.67-Misses'

Our 680 Pr.

2,,97°

Our Reg.
2.17& 2.47

Our 8.94Full Figure

4.66-5.66

Big Mama'Knee-Highs
Comfort top; reinforced.

Solid Colors

Polyester Smock Sale
Misses and full figure sizes.

$5Ea.
Our Reg.5.97
Mon's Casual Terry Shirt
Spun polyester terry; v-neck.

r_1.67
Bundle Of6 Washcloths
Cotton/polyester terry. 11x11"

Auto Special
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TEXTURED
COLOR
ENLARGEMENT
From Your
avorite Negatives

5x7"
For 67`
8x10"
For 1.67
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Ea.
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The girl USW Nokias have arrived and are being delivered now. Sopport
per local

Owens.

•-•41111r4.

We believe in scouting
and support them.
We are the exclusive Girl
Scout Headquarters for all of•
your scouting needs.

One of the greatest
things about Girl
Scouting is that she
learns to care about
those who need help
most. Enjoying and
growing to an adult.

***
Murray Electric System
el sive
Ph...7534112

The Blackford House Gallery

STORES

Congratulations to the Scouts

418 Main

Downtown Murray

Uncle Jeff's
Safe-T-Discount Pharmacy

Compliments of
HENDON SERVICE STATION
Phone 753-1921

200N. 4th St.
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Bel Air Caster
Murray, Ky.
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Bede Mrs Shop* CON* 153-4115

Murray Cablevision
Bel Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-5005

212 E. Maim St.

We're Proud
Of Our Scouts

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
Court Sq.

Farm Bureau Insurance
Agents — Ray T. Broach and R. Terry Broach,

759-1630

WW1 tomorrow together...
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IIIIINIAND OUTDOORS
Once again crappie are
biting on Kentucky Lake,
and fishermen are beginning to reap the annual
bounty.
Deep water fishing is
producing best catches
now as the crappie are
moving toward the
dropoffs in the mouths of
the bays. This is the first
stop in the spring spawning migratin, an annual

SELECTED WINNER — John King, eft, was winner of$10001 gas or money in
a promotion by Kentucky:Barldey Bass n' Gals. Presenting check to King is
Preston Barrett of Barrett's Service Center. Fran Birdsong,club jreádent,said
a donation from the funds of the promotion will be made to Calloway Cotmty
Fire-Rescue Squad.

event capped off by the
-crappie run," when the
fish move into shallow
bushes to lay their eggs.
Timing of the crappie
run and a successful
fishing vacation to Kentucky Lake is highly
variable, depending on
the weather here in
March and April. Conditions can change on a 24hour basis.
To help anglers home in
on good fishing, the Marshall County Chamber of
Commerce is once again
manning its Fisherman's
Hotline service, an updated telephone report of
fishing activity and conditions on Kentucky
Lake. Callers will receive
reports which are updated each morning.
Reports during office
hours will be in person
and specific questions
can be asked by the
caller. Cails after office
hours will be answered
wit a taped fishing

Master, dog survive
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP)
— There's a commonly
held belief that dogs
reflect their owners' personalities.
No one could advance
this theory more than Joe
Burkhead and his dog,
Hoosier.
Both master and dog
are survivors.
Burkhead, a professional water-skiing instructor, has had more
broken bones than he'd
care to remember and
underwent knee surgery
fit* years ago.
He was hospitalized
last summer for removal
of a blood clot on the
brain.
But for all his aches
and pains, the 33-year-old
Burkhead says the dog
beats all he's ever seen.
In his 15-month
lifetime, the mutt has
been blinded in one eye,
shot at, shot at again, run
over, stricken with parvovirus and malocclusion
and has nearly drowned.
Hoosier's problems
started in the winter of
1980 shortly after he was.
given to Burkhead'is a
present.
At first, Burkhead was
unimpressed with the
black-and-white half Brittany spaniel, half border
collie.
"He probably has the
world's worst overbite,"
chickled Burkhead.
"His upper jaw extends
a good inch over his lower
jaw. It's so bad he can't
eat standing up. He has to
lie down."
Hoosier bounced back
after he caught parvovirus, a disease often
fatal to young dogs.
But he met another
crisis after Burkhead
showed him it was all
right to go into the water.
Hoosier learned to paddle too well. He was getting into the way of boats
and skiers until a
runaway ski rope put out
his right eye last June.
"I thought it might
teach Itirn to stay out of

Many
I lappy
Returns.

T:e

are but
ffe things
kit in life that can
guarantee as many
happy returns as
consistently as the ones
you'll get with U.S.
Savings Bonds.
I.ike guaranteed
interest return.
(;uaranteed tax benefits.
And all backed by the
most solid guarantee of
all. America.
So when you're
looking to ;let out more
than you put in, take a
look at(15. Savings
Bonds. You'll he happier
with the returns. Many
times over.

eraicg e-zut
.stoc104;.,0"
InAmerica.

the water, but the first
thing he did when he got
home from the vet was
jump in the lake. He
seems reasonably intelligent, but he does a lot
of dumb things."
In November, the pup
tame home with what
Burkhead thought were
barbed-wire creases on
his stomach.
Two days later, the dog
came home again, this
time covered with blood,
and dragged himself into
the house.
"The vet said
somebody plastered him
with a shotgun,"
Burkhead said.
The vet removed 23
pieces of buckshoot from
Hoosier.
But even while he was
recovering, the dog faced
more problems.
During the fiist week of
this year, he was hit by a
car and it was back to the
vet.
By this time, Burkhead
was beginning to wonder
if there wasn't some kind
of insurance for starcrossed dogs.
"He was costing lie
more money than me,"
said the injury-prone
skier.
Now, Burkhead is trying to keep his dog indoors while he heals.
Hoosier is currently
limping around the house
with a 12-inch pin in his
left rear leg, which is outfitted with a splint which
Burkhead says "looks
like a small crutch."

Jim Fain's Shield Of Shelter

KEY AUTO
PARTS
- BUYER - SELLER OF LATE MODEL SALVAGE AL AUTO PARTS
•COMPLETE ENGINES
• TRANSMISSIONS
• REAR ENDS
• STARTERS• DOORS
•ALTERNATORS
•WHEEL COVERS
•ItADIOS•WHEELS
•AUTO ACCESSORIES

LIFE
HEALTH
HOME
FARMA

SHIELD
OF
SHRIER

753-5500
- -INSTALLED AS officers of Keninekr_Barlday
Bass n'Gals were,from left, Jeannette-Storey, viee
t, Fran Birdsong, president, Burnette
rergln
i eon,secretary, and Donna Henry, treasurer.
The club meets each second Monday at 7 p.m. at
Western Stalin Steakhouse.

515-4.-4TK St_ AtURIPA1'-

bitted On
New Concord
Hwy. Murray,
Next Ti Lyons Electric
-

641 Super Shell
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SPORTING GOODS

•Bass Hawk Boots
•Authorized Evfirude
Sales & Service

Olympic Plara-Murray, Ky.

Hw.641 South

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters
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Missing Hill Resort
And Campground

R.R. 2 Buchanan, Tenn.(901)232-8221

Open 7Days A W
4 am.-6 p.m.
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Plant Bed
Supplies
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Canvas man wit
$19.50 All Sins
Gas $1.10 cm
Fertilizer $5.00
Plastic (3 Mil) $9.50

•
•Cherry Eggers
White Rock

Rocks
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Mixed Straight

Al Shoe

Buchanan Feed
753-5378
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PURINA
CHOWS

Murray, Ky.

Pullets Straight Run

60'
60'
60'

40'
40'
40'

•Run (Limit 50) 18' Each
For Special Orders or
•
Additional Chicks Call Us.
•

S.

Perking spaces for campers_
catnping trailers, house
trailers on lots overlooking
lake. Rent by the week,
month, day or year. Call
436-5519 anytime.
_

147Ridge Rd.-Hamlin, Ky.
436-2102

100 Lbs.

Industrial Rd.

CRAPPIE SEASON — Cedric Benson of Uncle
Jeff's Sporting Goods caught this three-pound-two:
ounce crappie at the mouth of Blood River.

For your

Seed Potatoes

V

report.
The Fisherman's
Hotline telephone
neumber is 527-7665. Betty Haley, Executive
Director for the Chamber
of Commerce, stresses
that reports will present a
realistic picture of current conditions. "If the
fish aren't biting, we'll
say so," Haley stated.
She added that callers
can also receive any information pertaining to
fishing vacations at Kentucky Lake, including
details about accomodations, restaurants, boat
rentals, guides, etc.
"The Fisherman's
Hotline has been a useful
aid to fishermen in the
five years that we've run
it," Haley continued.
"Our crappie season has
already had a good start,
and we hope the Fisher
man's Hotline will help
visitors come down and
take advantage of the
situation."

by wade bourne'
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Lady Marshals, Bombers avoid
elimination to play for crown
By JOHN SALERNO
Sports Writer
The girls Region I
semifinals Friday at
Marshall County offered
a fan-packed gymnasium
two familiar types of ball
games — a thriller and a
blowout.
The thriller was the
first game, in which
Ballard Memorial's Lady
Bombers eked out a 53-51
win over Symsonia.
And the blowout? Well,
Marshall County's
basketball machine turned out another perfect
product, clobbering Lone
Oak 73-41.

twice more, but Ballard
scored again and went into a control game with
1:21 left and the score 5149.
The Lady Bombers'
Debbie Kendrick converted a crucial situation
to victory when she canned two free throws with
just :39 left. Ballard went
to the line again and
missed, but only enough
time remained for Sym-

sonia to hit a shot at the
buzzer.
Symsonia coach Belinda Hawkins, whose team
ended at 24-4, said, "we
just didn't have It like we
had it the other night," in
a win over Carlisle County.
Haneline's 124 squad
advances to tonight's 7:30
p.m. final against Marshall County, and he said
he believes his squad is

Ballard Memorial 53
Symsonia 51

-

•

Ballard center Kim
Riepe scored 21 points in
the first half and finished
with 30 to lead the Lady
Bombers in their narrow
win over the Lady Rough
Riders.
"No one's been able to
stop her," Ballard coach
Frank Haneline said
after the game. "We felt
like if we could get the
ball in to her, we could
win. The best thing is that
she's only a junior."
The win avenged a 17point loss to Symsonia in
the second game of
Ballard's season, and
Haneline saidrAbe--liadyRough Riders' quickness
was the major factor to
overcome.
Although Symsonia
trailed most of the game,
that quickness almost
paid off as its full-court
press rattled the Lady
Bombers into three
straight turnovers early
in the fourth quarter.
The Lady Rough Riders
capitalized on the opportunities and Becky
Rhew (18 points) knotted
the game with a bucket at
4:09 to go. Symsonia fell
behind, and Rhew tied it

BOARD BATTLE — Lone Oak's Karen Herndon
(11 in dark jersey at left) vies for a rebound with
Marshall County's Laura Seay (44 In white jersey)
and teammate Tammy Burton (dark jersey at
right).
Staff photo by John Salerno

emotionally up to the
task.
"We've found all kinds
of ways to win in the last
two weeks," be said.
"They're (Marshall)
tough. They're better
than us. But we can get
up one more night. I
believe we can play with
anybody."
Marshall County 73
Lone Oak 41
The Lady Marshals hit
15 of 32 field goals
through three quarters of
play, and 214 Lone Oak
never had a chance.
Lone Oak coach Cliff
Owen said his strategy
going into the game was
to "take nothing but
layupa" and high percentage shots in an effort to,
eliminate the Marshall
County fast break.
But Marshall shut off
the Lone Oak inside game
early, and turned on their
offense. The Lady Marshals' big guns were Lisa
Jarrett (12-15 field goals,
24 points) and Laura Seay
(20 points).
"If we tried to cover
Laura inside," Owen
said, "Lisa would hit
from outside. She had a
great night."
Marshall coach
Howard Beth agreed,
praising Jarrett's accuracy and the offense
and defense of Seay, his
talented center.
The team defense stopped one half of Lone
Oak's talented tandem of
Tammy Burton and
Karen Herndon. Herndon
scored 20 points, but the
slim Burton's inside
game was stifled by Marshall's muscle, as she
scored five points.
Beth went with a new
lineup, starting Carol
Parker (6 points) at for-

Dream Game
ticket buyers
lose big bucks
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Middle Tennessee's
Blue Raiders left more than the Kentucky Wildcats
basketball team in shock when they walked away
with a first-round victory in the NCAA Mideast
Regional Thursday night.
Many people paid big prices for tickets to the
"dream game" that would have matched Kentucky
and Louisville for the first time since 1959. But instead, Louisville will play Middle Tennessee
tonight.

TOUGH NIGHT — Tammy Burton (23) of Lone
Oak finds little room for operating under the Marshall County basket during Friday's Region I
playoff game.
Staff photo by John Salerno
ward, and said he was
pleased with every aspect
on his team's game.'Me
new people worked
together real well," he
said. But as for new
twists in the game plan
for the championship, he
said, "we haven't done
anything different all
year," and added, "we
will copcentrate on atom.
ing Riepe inside."
An indication of Mar!!
shall Cpunty's power
came from Owen, who
said this was the fifth
time he has seen the team

this season, and "tonight
was the best time I've
leen them play. Lucky
me, I had a real good
seat."
BALLARD MEMORIAL 53
Riepe 111.15 30; Leigh 7 8-1 14, Kendrick ISIS; Lambe 1 8-0 2; Renfrew 0
3-22.
SYMSONIA bl
Men'2-3 II; Boaz 4 1411; Upton'1-2
1; Mellianas, T 4 14 I; McManus,P. 1
141;Odom 11.02. McMasos H.4 11-111.

.. •

MARSHALL COUNTY 73
Seey 141 8-1 M; Smith 4 3-4 11; Jarrell
1204Id; Helkkhom 34 7; Parked 3 0-1
8; Cromed1 1 8-1 2; Payne 1 1-43.
LONE OAK 41
Winstead 3 1-3 7; Herailos 7 14 111;
&beck 24411; Barka 1 34 S; 011aa 411:1.

Murray Police Club boxer
GOODAEAR advances in Golden Gloves

-

whiphyires I Alignment

JACKSON, Tenn. —
Warren Markowski of the
Murray Police Boxing
Club knocked out Bobby
Yarbrough of the Jackson
Boxing Club Thursday

night to advance to the in Murray for the past
championship round of two months, knocked out
the Tennessee Golden-- rilebrough with 1:44.re-;
Gloves.
raaining in the third
Markowski, a Paducah round of the light
resident who has trained welterweight elimination
bout at the Jackson Coliseum.
Saturday Markowski
will fight Marcell Triplett
of the Star Boxing Club in
Jackson for the division
championship. Triplett
advanced to the final
round by stopping Jessie
Jones of Ripley.
In Thursday's bout,
Yarbrough was given a
standing eight-count in
the second round after
suffering a hammering
left-right, left-right cornbination from
Markowski.
Saturday's bouts begin
at 7:30 at the Jackson Coliseum although the exact
time for Markowski's
bout is undecided.

Summer's coming...
SA NOT weather!

There were a few who d dn't lose big money, but
lost just the same, like Don Leaman who paid $30
for a ticket and didn't sleep too well after Kentucky
fell 50-44. The reason Leaman lost sleep was that he
nearly blew a bundle on tickets with a plan to resell
them. He woke up just in time.
The big losers among fans looking for the highlytouted game included:
— A Kentucky coal dealer who paid about $4,000
for 43 good tickets, explaining that he had planned
to fly his friends to Nashville today.
— The Louisvillian who traded four Kentucky
Derby tickets for four seats, hoping to see Kentucky
and Louisville matched up for the first time in 23
years.
Leaman,a college student at Louisville, drove 160
miles to Nashville Thursday-with 8500 cash and
of at least doubling his money.
He planned to grab up all the NCAA Mideast
Regional tickets from what he figured would be
losers Robert Morris and Middle Tennessee, come
back to Louisville and sell them.
Lucky for Leaman, he and a frienil decided to
wait until the UK-Middle Tennessee match was
over before buying any tickets.
"I was mad that they lost, but I was glad I hadn't
bought any tickets. We would have gotten burned.
"Before and up until halftime, people were selling
tickets for Saturday's game for $150," said
Leaman,"and then after the game,they were going
for $20."
All Leaman ended up losing was $30 for gas and
expenses, a little sleep, and what could have been a
$400 loss. But others weren't so lucky.
Scalpers who had been expecting to double or triple the price on tickets found they were holding $10
worth of cardboard.
"I just gave my front row seats away," said one
aggravated Kentucky fan after the game.
"I'm never coming back to this damn place
again."
As late as Thursday morning, The CourierJournal, Louisville's morning newspaper, had 64
classified ads from people holding tickets to what
fans were calling "The Bash in the Nash."
Most confidently advertised tickets to the "UK
vs. U of L" contest, never dreaming the game
might not come off.
Potential customers were tempted by a car
dealer's advertisement to "take time out from this
big U of K and U of L weekend." If they did, they
were offered free signed and numbered collector
prints of wildcats and cardinals — the school's
mascots.
Bob Friedman was among the heavy investors in
the "dream game" who was nble to get out of the
way just before the roof caved m.
Friedman, 24, of Louisville, said he should have
been at wor,k Friday morning, but was hanging
around the house, hoping the next phone call would
helphim unload the last four tickets he had to sell.
He started out with 25 ticket.
"Luckily, I sold 16 or 17 yesterday at 100 apiece
right before the loss," Friedman said.
who's brother goes to Indiana University, was selling the tickets for his brother and friends.
"The guys that own them are still making a little
',off of them, I'm just trying to minimize any
lass
Friedman, who says he's a fan of "anybody but
Kentucky," got a pair of Saturday tickets free for
being the dealer. He said he'll still go to the game —
but it just won't be the same.
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Sports,
briefly
GOLF
INDIAN WELLS,Calif.
(AP) — Arnold Palmer
bogeyed the 17th hole to
fall into a tie with Dan
Sikes for first place
halfway through the Vintage Invitational senior
golf event.
Palmer carded a 72 in
the second round, while
Sikes fired a 71 to tie at
141. Gene Littler was one
stroke off the pace at 142
after a 2-under-par 70.
NAIROBI, Kenya (AP)
— Britain's Peter Tupling
fired a 5-under-par 66 for
a 136 total to take a onestroke lead after the second round of the Kenya
Open.
Eamon Darcy of
Ireland was second after
shooting a second-round
65 for a 137 tota1.1
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Tennessee emerges as NCAA hotbed
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
It's next-door neighbors, North Carolina and Kentucky, are known as basketball hotbeds. Yet it's the
Volunteer state which is grabbing most of the
headlines in the NCAA tournament.
Middle Tennessee State grabbed the spotlight
Thursday night with an opening-round upset of Kentucky in the Mideast sub-regional. And Friday
night, both the University of Tennessee and
Tennessee-Chattanooga advanced in the same
region.
Tennessee forward Dale Ellis tossed in nine of 15
shots for 23 points to boost the Vols over
Southwestern Louisiana 61-57 at Indianapolis. The
victory moved Tennessee, 20-9, into an unenviable
position — opposite third-ranked Virginia on Sunday.
Chattanooga, 27-3 and champions of the Southern
conference, jumped out to a 20-point lead by
holding North Carolina State scoreless from the
field for 11 minutes of the second half, then held on
for a 58-51 triumph. The Moccasins, who scored
their final 14 points on foul shots, will play No.11
Minnesota Sunday.
In other sub-regional action, it was Northeastern
63, St. Joseph's, Pa., 62, and St. John's, N.Y., 66,
Penn 56 in the East at Uniondale, N.Y.; Kansas
State 77, Northern Illinois 68, and Boston College 70,
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San Francisco 66 in the Midwest at Dallas; No.16
Iowa 70, Northeast Louisiana 63,and Pepperdine 99,
Pittsburgh 88 in the West at Pullman, Wash.
Mideast Regional
"I think they let me get the ball down low in the
square too much," said Ellis.
"The key to this game was having the lead going
into the last five minutes," added Tennessee Coach
Don Devoe.
"I would have to think that with a field of 32 teams
remaining, that there is something going from Tennessee. And it just so happens that I did mention
that to our team prior to our taking the floor."
The game was tied 14 times, but the Volunteers
survived because of Michael Brooks'foul sh000ting.
Brooks, an 85 percent shooter from the free throw
line, hit six clutch shots in the final minute.
"We are the state university and all the other
universities (Memphis State gives the state four entries among the final 32) are representing their particular institutions well," said Devoe. "This might
be the first time ever that we've had this many Tennessee teams in the field after the first round."
Chattanooga got 15 points from both forward
Russ Schoene and guard Nick Morken.
"It seems to be a Tennessee year," said North
Carolina State Coach Jim Valvano.
"We tried to play them man-to-man,and we knew
we had to play them tight," said Tennessee-

Chattanooga Coach Murray Arnold. "We were conscious of their size and blocked out on the boards."
East Regional
St. Joe's, which beat top-ranked DePaul in a subregion.al last year, won't pull off any more upsets.
The Hawks were surprised themselves by ECAC
North champion Northeastern, which got 21 points
from Perry Moss and a pair of decisive free throws
from Eric Jefferson.
"The win proves we belong in the East," Moss
said. "Northeastern (234) is not a household name,
but hopefully we will be."
Northeastern takes on Villanova Sunday.
St. John's Billy Goodwin put in 21 points and Chris
Mullin added 19 as the Redmen,21-8, moved on to a
Sunday meeting with No.13 Alabama. That matchup worried Redmen Coach Lou Carnesecca.
"I haven't seen Alabama since the last NIT,"
Carnesecca said. "The film I'll show the players
tomorrow is outdated. I think they've got three guys
from last year."
Midwest Regional
Kansas State's Les Craft scored 21 points and
Randy Reed added 15 for the Wildcats, 22-7, who
play 12th-ranked Arkansas Sunday.
Craft was a perfect 11-for-11 from the free-throw
line as K-State stayed comfortably in front after
leading 31-25 at the half.
John Bagley overcame foul trouble for Boston

College to contribute 10 second-half points as the
Eagles stopped San Francisco. BC, 21-9, takes on
No.2 DePaul Sunday.
Bagley sat out almost 18 minutes of the first half
with three fouls. But he led the offense in the second
half.
"It's the first time this year we've had to play
without Bagley," said BC Coach Dr. Tom Davis,
"and everyone did a tremendous job picking up the
slack."
West Regional
West Coach Athletic Conference titlist Pepperdine, 22-6, advanced to a Sunday game with No.4
Oregon State, thanks to 27 points by Orlando
Phillips and 24 from Boot Bond.
"We'll be fired up on Sunday for the rematch with
the Beavers since we're not playing at OSU," said
the Waves' Dane Suttle. "I've played them twice in
my career at Pepperdine and lost both times."
The Iowa-Northeast Louisiana game was
deadlocked at 53 when the Hawkeyes took charge.
Iowa, 21-7, was led by Bob Hansen's 19 points.
Next up for 16th-ranked Iowa is No.8 Idaho on
Sunday.
"It wasn't pretty, but it counts," said Iowa Coach
Lute Olson. "We wanted to come out with more
pressure and take them out of their stuff. We
started out a little tight with it being a playoff
game."
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CHAMPS — Champions of the fourth grade Calloway County Saturday
basketball program included (front row from left) Scott Garland, William
Dunn, Todd Smothermon, Robert Orr, (second row from left) David Potts,
Cliff Curd, Mike Wilson, Andy Rickman,(back row from left) and coaches
Stan Wilson,Gene Rickman and Russell Curd.
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Sports at a glance_.....

NCAA reilifts
NCAA Tawasment
FIRST ROUND
EAST RtGIONAL
PrillsraGesses
At Usimishi,N.Y.
Northeasters GI,St—Joseph's,Pa.,12
&John's, N.Y. NI,Peen 14
MIDEAST RINDONAL
Prldsy's Games
At hadimpolla,
Tenn.-Chattanooga 54, North Candies
St. 51
Tennessee 41, Southwestern Louisiana 57
MIDWEST REGIONAL
Priierseanen
MMus
Kansas State 77,Mulleera flllela IS
Balm College X,SasPruciaco
VEST REGIONAL
Friday% Gauss
ttPalleana,Wash.
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Latinism U
111)UND
LAST REGIONAL
Alitt=11.C.
S
Janos Madan (314) vs. North
Cereals(274)

Wake Fowl(114)vs. Memphis State
(13-4).
Sanday's Gases
At Unimak* N.Y.
Northeasters(234) vs. Villanova (227)
St.Joha's(214) vs. Alabama (234).
MIDEAST REGIONAL
Warders GLIM
At Plativile,T.
Middle Tem.(23-7),.- Louisville (14I).
Indium (194) vs. Ala.-Birmingham
(234).
Seaday's Games
At Inehasagelis lad.
Mamma(214) vs. Virginia(WU
Tenn.-Chattanooga (274) le. M.
smote (224).
SUDSIEST 1.201011141L
IlaturdarsGams
At Tuba,Okla,
limetes(M-7)vs. Tubs(114).
Marquette(34)VS. MINIM OW
lianday's Gang
Al Wall 71,
Isola Camp OM vs. DIIIPAIII tw•

73 in
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as one
at 143
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W.VIrglala (174) vs. Frame St (142)
SumelairsGesass
At Pellma.WAIL
lows (21-7) vs. Idaho(11-2)
Pepperdine (224) vs. Oregon St.(234)

NIT results
National Invitatisa Tourament
Friday's Gauss
Maryland el,Richard al
Syracuse it,St.Petere 75
Virgule Tech N,Fortnum 51
Mbalseippi U,Clause*
TubasII,Latisiama St. 73
Cal-Irvine X,Sas Diego SL M
Saand Ramie
Monday,March 11
Marylaad (111-12)atGliormls (17-11)
Ind*(M-11)at Syracuse*(1142)
Dogleg(164)at Masts(1.40)

Willi& Tech (111-11) at Mississippi
(11-11)
Rutgers(14-I)at Purdue 15-13)
(114)At Oklahoma (W11)
Tubas ilia al Ese.-Las Vegas($
I)
^
Texas A/AU (1110) at Washington
(1114)

High school
basketball
Itegleael Tenrannents
Ileys
4th Region
Ashur.71, Warren East da
Warren Central X,Glades Co. Si
ath Itogien
Cavern.$I, Bardstown Bethlehem Si
Taylor Cs V,West Hardie 23

lb asps
Midi Central 17, Carroll Co. $2
Shelby Co 4l.Gr.ntCo 43
Nth Remise
Masao Co MI, Clark Co. 17(01)
Parts 73, Maysville St. Patrick II
Ilth Rapes
Leo Henry Clay 75, Leo. Catholic 14
Madison Central 74, Jessamine Co 54
Gil.
led Region
Madisonville 51 Webster Co. 57
Todd Co Cealra I 12,South Hopkins 44
Stk Region
'
kW
Lou Mercy 55, Los. Ballard 44
7th Regius
Plani
Lee.Southern 541, Lou. Doss 43
nal Raglan
Laurel Co. X,Wayne Co. X(10T)
Poland Ca. 47, Monticello 44

with hope.
"People have criticized
us all year for being a
one-man team, but we're
not, and we proved it. I
just hope they will let me
come with them to
Oklahoma."
In other first-round
games Friday, Maryland
beat Richmond 66-50,
Syracuse coasted past
St.Peter's 84-75, Virginia
Tech wore down Fordham 69-58, Mississippi
held off Clemson 53-49
and Tulane surprised
Louisiana State 83-72.
Cal-Irvine, 23-6, needed
two free throws from
Rainer Wulf to secure the
victory. Wulf rebounded
the missed free throw of
teammate Bob Thornton,
who had made his first,
and was fouled. He sank
the free throws for a 70-66
Anteater lead. Don Plummer, who led San Diego
State with 19 points,
scored with 52 seconds
left to make it 70-69, but
his 12-footer at the buzzer
was short.
Randy Whieldon picked
up Magee's scoring slack
and finished with 18
second only to
Magee's 20.
Maryland 66
Richmond 50
Freshman Adrian
Branch scored 21 points
to lead the Terrapins,
who must now travel to
Georgia for a second;
round game Monday
night.
Maryland, 16-12, held a
seven-point halftime
lead, 31-24, most of it built
on Branch's inside play
and the outside shooting
of Pete Holbert, who hit

four long-range jumpers
over the Richmond zone.
The Spiders, 18-11,
were appearing in their
first-ever postseason
tournament. John
Schweitz took scoring
honors for Richmond
with 16 points, 10 in the
first half.
Syracuse 84
--SL-Pdaes 75
The Orangemen,
finalists in last year's
NIT, were led by senior
guard Leo Rautins, who
finished with double
figures in points, rebounds and assists.
"Double figures in
three categories; I call
that a Larry Bird-type of
game," said Syracuse
Coach Jim Boeheim of
Rautins' performance
that included 12 points, a
game-high 13.. rebounds
and 10 assists.
St.Peter's William
Brown was the game's
top scorer with 24 points.
Tony Bruin and Erich
Santifer each scored 19
for the Orangemen, 16-12,
who will play host to
Bradley in a secondround game Monday
night.
The game marked the
first appearance of senior
Ron Payton and
freshman Andre Hawkins
since they were charged
with sexual assualt in the
alleged rape of a
Villanova coed after
Syracuse's first-round
loss in the Big East tournament. Both players
were given a warm
welcome from the Carrier Dome-crowd of
16,435.

Mississippi 53
Clemson 49
Carlos Clark scored 25
points and the Rebels used some clutch foul
shooting down the stretch
to beat Clemson.
Mississippi, 114-11, needed two free throws each
from Michael Partridge
and Sean Touhy in the
final minute to preserve
the win.
Clemson, 14-14, was led
Horace Wyaft's 14 points.
Tulane 03
Louisiana State 72
Tulane marked its first
postseason appearance in
its 72-year basketball
history with an upset of
intrastate foe LSU.
The victory was the
first for the Green Wave
in 18 games with LSU and
their first, since Dale
Brown took over the LSU
helm 10 years ago.
Paul Thompson scored
19 points and John
Williams added 18 as
Tulane, 18-8, opened an
18-point lead with seven
minutes remaining and
stayed hot at the free
throw line to preserve the
final margin
The series that dates to
1910 between the two
teams and spanned 200
games was dropped after
last season mostly at the
insistence of Brown, who
was apologetic after the
game.
"I want to apologize to
all the people that went
through many hardships
to get tickets. They were
more determined and
gave more effort than
(the LSU) basketball
team did tonight."
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By JIM O'CONNELL
that needed nine stitches.
"I had the same kind of
Associated Press Writer
Cal-Irvine leads the ad- injury in high school and I
vance to the second round was out three weeks. I
of the National Invitation knew I wouldn't be back
Tournament despite a tonight."
loss — a very, big loss.
Three weeks might not
The Anteaters did seem like a long time to
defeat San Diego State 70- recuperate, but the finals
69 Friday night, but a of the NIT are scheduled
two-inch deep cut on the for New York on March
shooting hand of All- .14. That's just 1.1_ _days
American Kevin Magee lrom now. More- Imkept him out of the portantly, Cal-Irvine
game's final 17 minutes must now travel to
and will most probably Oklahoma to face the 20keep him out of the rest of 10 Sooners on Monday
the tournament.
night.
Will Magee attempt to
Magee injured the hand
attempting to block a
dunk by the Aztecs'
"I would recommend
Michael Cage. The 6-foot- that he does not play,"
6 forward had scored 19 said San Diego State's
points in the first half and team physician Dr.Lee
the Anteaters will now
Brown, who treated
have to continue in the
Magee. "The guy has a
NIT without one of the na- great future ahead of
tion's premier sores him."
and rebounders.
Fine, but what kind of
"When the play was future does Cal-Irvineover and I saw the cut, I have without him?
knew I was in trouble,"
Magee answered that
Magee said of the gash
with a statement filled
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Billotossing stunt helps street crime officers catch bank robbers
NEW YORK (AP) —
Two men who allegedly
held up a bank in the Empire State Building dashed right into the arms of
police when they burst
through a curious crowd
waiting for two other men
to throw $10,000 from the
building's 86th floor.
In one of the most
photographed arrests of
recent times, street
-crime officers tackled the
two suspects and
-recovered the loot and a
:::.38-caliber pistol.
:The bill-tossing stunt
.was planned by Bill
ly.anker and John GoodAriend to gain publicity
:for their night school, the
-Learning Annex. As a
:crowd of reporters and
-would-be dollar-catchers
gathered, however, a
bank in the skyscraper on
34th Street in busy midtown Manhattan was robbed, police said.
Zanker, an official of
the school whose subjects
include income tax problems, Afghan cooking
and "How to Find a Lover
,in New York," had
-notified the news media
lie planned to take $10,000
..in $1 bills to the Empire

State Building's 86th floor
observatory Friday afternoon and throw it to the
wind.
The gesture was a
celebration of the
school's enrollment of its
100,000th student, Zanker
said.
Meanwhile, police said
the two other men had
entered a Bankers Trust
Co. branch, where one of
them allegedly fired a
shot into the ceiling. Then
they vaulted a counter
and scooped up an
undetermined amount of
money,police said.
Outside, the two men
ran right through the
crowd, pursued by a bank
guard shouting "Holdup!
Holdup!" and several
plainclothes officers.
Both suspects were captured and subdued.
The suspects, Salo
Bandes, 34, and Eddie
Jewel, 28, were arrested
and charged with robbery
as Zanker and Goodfriend, an instructor, arrived with large clear
plastic bags with the
packets of $1 bills visible
inside.
Reporters,
photographers, television

then and there.
Building officials,
determined to stop the
publicity stunt, refused
the two men tickets to the
86th floor observatory.
The pair walked around

crews and police were
waiting for Zanker and
Goodfriend, and as they
entered the building they
were trailed by
passersby, imploring
them to open the bags

the lobby trying to find
another way up, followed
by the media, the police
and the growing mob.
As the mob began getting out of hand, grabbing
at the bags of bills and

By JEFF BARNARD
Associated Press Writer
NEWPORT, R.I. (AP)
— Despite the judge's advice that they rely on
their memories, jurors
considering charges that
Claus von Bulow tried to
murder his wife asked to
hear again testimony

from the family maid
about the day Martha von
Bulow fell into her first
coma.
The jurors ended their
second day of deliberations Friday after the
testimony was read to
them. Deliberations were
to resume this morning.

Missing child found;
babysitter is charged
LOVISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — An 18-month-old
child, missing from his
Louisville apartment
since Monday, has been
found alive and well in
Corbin, and the FBI said
a baby-sitter was charged with kidnaping.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

ment to the effect that
Ms. Carter, who
answered a newspaper ad
for a live-in sitter, took
the boy with her on some
errands Monday and
never returned.
Ms. Strausburg said
that during the brief time
that Ms. Carter stayed at
the apartment she cooked, washed dishes and
chatted about boyfriends,
rearing children and the
fact that she "wished she
had a baby."
"I just hate myself for
not being more protective," Ms. Strausburg
said Friday before her
child was found.

Von Bulow faces up to
40 years in prison if convicted on the two counts
of attempted murder. He
is accused of injecting his
wife with insulin during
Christmas visits to their
Newport mansion in 1979
and 1980 so he could inherit $14 million of her
fortune and marry his
lover, a former soap
opera actress.
Prosecutor Stephen R.
Famiglietti has portrayed von Bulow, a
Danish-born socialite, as
the architect of an ingenious plot to murder
his wife, and said the plot
failed because he
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We regret, however,
that it does not suit
our present needs.
Sincerely, Mother

underestimated Maria case heard a court mansion, Clarendon
Schrallhammer, Mrs. stenographer read 45 Court, on Dec. 21, 1980.
von Bulow's personal minutes of comments by.. Judge Thomas H.
Needham granted the
maid and the first person Miss Schrallhammer.
Miss Schrallhammer Jury's request to hear the
to suspect von Bulow.
Defense attorney testified early in the trial maid's testimony again,
Herald P. Fahringer has that von Bulow repeated- adding he preferred they
described von Bulow, a ly refused her pleas to rely on their collective
former aide to the late oil call a doctor when Mrs. memory. He said the
billionaire J. Paul Getty, von Bulow — known as transcript did not portray
as a loving husband and "Sunny" — fell into the the demeanor of the
father who tried to pro- first of two comas von witness and reading from
tect his emotionally Bulow is accused of caus- it could take statements
out of context.
troubled wife from her ing.
Lawyers for both sides
Though Mrs. von
self-destructive appetites
for drugs, alcohol and Bulow, 50, recovered said they did not know
sweets, which worsened from the Dec. 27, 1079, how to interpret the reher chronic low blood- episode, she is now in a quest from the jury,
New York City hospital, which came at the end of
sugar condition.
The panel sifting five still in a coma she fell into 12 hours of deliberations
weeks of testimony in the at the couple's oceanside that started Thursday.

Security analysts search market
for right time to purchase stocks
NEW YORK (AP) — If might signal the turning
you chance upon a securi- point.
But it hasn't worked out
ty analyst peering into
the murky waters of the that way so far. "The
stock market these days, bond market (where
the odds are good he's prices move inversely
looking for a bottom.
with rates) has risen
Whether the bottom be- -sharply based largely
ing sought Is in the _Upon the recognition that
market itself, or In —the economy, and hence,
general economic_condi- credit demand will be
tions, the Ideals to find w ea ker, longer than
the perfect moment to previously expected,"
grab the telephone or the said Hugh Johnson,
checkbook and start buy- analyst at First Albany
Corp.
ing stocks.
Anyone who spots the
"The stock market has
precise low point holds an declined for the same
important key to in- reason. The gold market
vesting profits in the ( by its recent declines) is
recovery that signaling that these two
presumably will follow. markets are right. Hence
But finding that point is a our long-term outlook retricky task until it has mains unchanged;
passed far enough into positive for bonds and
history to show up on the negative for equities."
Now analysts are lookstock charts.
By then, the par- ing for signals in the
ticipants in this game are market's behavior itself.
reduced to what in bridge For instance, they say,
is called "post- there could be a classic
morterms," — observa- "washout" on heavy
tions that usually begin volume that would drain
with phrases like "I off the last of the major
should have" or "If on- selling pressure.
Or a bottom could begin
ly."
Still, there is always to take shape if investors
enough money at stake to began to shrug off bad
draw a lot of takers for news developments as
bottom-fishing expedi- they broke. This might
tions. A few months back, serve as an indication
It was widely thought that that, in Wall Street
a turn in interest rates parlance, "all the bad

Man pleads guilty
to murder,arson

Thank you for
considering us
with your letter.

rently because Kentucky
law doesn't permit
sentences to run consecutively when one of
them is life. James Noel, who pleaded guilty to similar
charges earlier in the
case, already is serving
time.
Court records showed
that Noel had taken out
the policy and named
Patrick as the
beneficiary.
The house was set fire
in an attempt to lead officials to believe that
Noel had died in the
blaze.
The,,case was moved
hereon i change of venue
from Floyd County.

EVEN MY LETTERS
HOME 6ET REJECTED!

THE ACES®IRA
''The telling of a falsehood is like the cut of a
sabre; for though the wound
may heal, the scar of it will
remain." — Saadi.

11IT IF THERE'S ANYTHING I HATE,
STOP STUFFING
g
IT'S A Qt./ITTER
YOURSELF — IF THERE'S
ANYTHING I HATE,ITI5
A GLUTTON--I WANT
YOU TO

QUIT!

C 1MO lreled ronlinno Yond•col• Inc

ME GOVERNMENT

HAS
ALWAYS FOUND A PLACE
TO PUMP STUFF

YOU MEAN
TWEV'LL SEND
IT HERE?!

news is already in the
market."
A climax of Some sorts
appeared to be in the
works last Monday, when
the Dow Jones industrial
average dropped below
800 for the first time in
almost two years. But no
panic selling followed,
and in fact the market
edged upward over the
nest three sessions before
lapsing into a new decline
Friday.

G. CORN,JR.

3-13-A

NORTH

•A 8 5 2
EAST
•10 8 7
•9 3
•K Q 2
•K 9 7 4 3

WEST
•Q 3
•Q J 8 7 5
•8 6
•QJ106
SOUTH

•A K J 4 2

Vulnerable East-West.
Dealer: North. The bidding:
1 NT
34
641

East
Pass
Pas‘
Pass
All
Pass

Smith
14
24
64

West
Pass
Pass
Pass

surprised queen from West.
Now there was nothing left
but to ruff a diamond and
when this lived, the slam
was home.
Sometimes even a small
deception exacts a huge
price.
Bid with Corn
3-13-B

4111 Q
111Q J 8 7 5
486
•Q J

North
14
2 NT

general secretary, called
the decision to seek union
of the churches "a real
shot in the arm."
"There's a movement
gathering to try and plan
a next stop to bring us
even closer together —
we have begun to accomplish that," he said of
the 20-year-old effort to
unite the denominations.
The proposal was
adopted Friday morning
aftertaar days-of-debate
onthe—theologicaI, procedural and moral issues
involved.
Rev. Lewis Mudge, a
representative of the
United Presbyterian
Church, said the main
problem the 100 delegates
had to face in adopting
the proposal was how the
unification would be carried out.
Dr. Paul J. Crow Jr. of
Indianapolis said some
delegates expressed apprehension.
"They were saying 'we
don't want to go too far.
Our plan must not only
play in Peoria, but it
must also play with
God." Crow said.

7h.li1

2. Notice

2. Notice

5.

Opening lead: Club queen

South holds:

Big Board volume
averaged 60.111I million
shares a day, against the
record pace of 65.76
million the week before.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — A step has been
taken by II church
groups that could result
in a united church, but officials say the plan may
not become a reality for
20 years.
The 15th Plenary
Meeting of the Consultation on Church Union met
here Friday. A total of
nine denominations and
an association of nonden o th1A1111A11 o ngregations were
represented at the session, where it was agreed
that a goal to complete
union by the end of this
century would be sought.
Members of the consultation at the United
Methodist, Episcopal,
United Presbyterian,
Afgrican Methodist
Episcopal, United Church
of Christ, Christian
Disciples of Christ,
African Methodist
Episcopal Zion ,Presbyterian, Christian
Methodist Episcopal and
National Council of Community churches.
Rev. Dr. George
Moede, the group's

41'6 4
•J 10 7 5 4 3
4....

North

At week's end, the Dow
lones industrials were off
9.99 at 797.37. The New
York Stock Exchange
composite index dropped
.62 to 62.52, and the
American Stock Exchange market value index lost 5.74 to 244.94.

Groups take steps
for united church

411115
SPASM
•#1

Today's East chose the
wrong time to make an
innocent looking falsecard.
Not only did he convince
declarer that his lie was
truth; his deception steered
declarer into the winning
line of play.
The exciting slam was
played in the 1981 World
Championships between
Great Britain and Argentina. South's two club bid was
artificial and asked about
--the range of North's one no
trump rebid. Three diamonds described a maximum with three spades and
South gambled out the small
slam.
Irving Rose of England
ruffed the club queen open- ing and finessed dummy's
diamond nine, hoping to find
a doubleton honor with West
or to drop a K-Q doubleton.
East falsecarded with his
king and with that play, he
cut his own throat.
A club was returned to
dummy's ace and when the
diamond ace failed to produce the diamond queen,
declarer had to try for a
ruff in the suit.
The normal play in
trumps would be to finesse
against East, however, that
play could not win if E3st's
falsecard were true Since
the diamond queen was presumed to be with West. East
would be in position to overrun dummy if he held the
queen and two other trumps
Relieving East's diamond
king, declarer played his
two high trumps bagging a
-

TONS OF rAJC LEAR
WASTE AND STILL
NO PLACE 10
PUT IT

weren't arrested, Sgt. State Building, accused
Zanker and Goodfriend of
Peter McNulty said.
They were taken planning a "crass publiciaway for their own safe- ty stunt' that would have
posed "a very serious
ty," he said.
Robert Tinker, safety hazard to people
manager of the Empire on the streets."

Jury again hears testimony of Claus von Bulow's maid

Judy Carter, 24, was
taken to the Laurel County Jail at London Friday
after her arrest at an
aunt's home by the FBI.
The youngster,
Christopher, was return2 Pit
ACROSS
Aaswer to Friday's Puzzle
1— did it!
3 So be it!
ed to his mother, Linda
. 4 Court game
. 5 Possessed
Strausburg,in Louisville.
MOUE
OCOUE
5 Flock
8 Angoras
=UMW
She had given
MUUMUU
6 Macaw
-12 European
URI MUUMUU UU Louisville police a statecapital
- 7 Required
COL MUM UOU
8 Party treat
13 Before
MOM MUU MUM
genus
14 Land
--10 British street- MUUMUU MUUMUU
measure
car
15 Danish
CCU
OEM
11 Deposits
measure
MUUMUU MUUMUU
19 Printer's
16 Flock
OUOM OUU MUM
measure
member
UUM MUM EIMU
17 Tidy
21 Song: Ger
MC COUDOUU UU
18 Wrote
23 Pans river
MECUM UUOCUM
24 Bone
20 Sirens. for
MUM MUM
DAN VILLE, Ky. (AP)
25 Rubber tree
one
— Denver Patrick has
26 Fairy
22 Election
winner
27 Skillful use of 35 Renovates
42 Oboe, for
entered a guilty plea tc
speech
23 Cut
one
36 Sculptured
murder and arson
28 Small rug
24 Regrets
43 Surfeit
figure
charges stemming from a
27 Bought back 29 Ranch animal 38 Diphthong
44 Russian city
30 Morning
31 Ailing
45 Monster's
39 Foundation
scheme to collect a
moisture
loch
92 Recoiled
40 Spanish pot
life insurance
;100,000
32 Location
33 Overwhelm
48 Coin of yore
41 Plant part
policy.
34 Aid
36 Ragout
Patrick was charged in
37 Diminutive
the fatal beating of
suffix
James Niemi, 18, whose
38 Near
39 South Pacific
body was discovered in
island
1980 in a burned
October
42 Cause
home in Floyd County.
46 Century plant
47 "Preacher'•
The prosecution recomof baseball
a life sentence on
mended
49 biblical weed
the murder charge and 20
50 Sluggish
51 Anger
years on the arson coun52 Southwestty, and Circuit Judge
ern Indians
Henry Pennington agreed
53 Has a snack
54 NO gentle-- "
Friday.
man he
He
said
the
sentences
55 Lampreys
would have to run concurDOWN
1 Snare

collecting a few, police
grabbed Zanker and
Goodfriend and shoved
them into a patrol car.
They were taken to the
Midtown South stationhouse, but they

106

South
I NT

ANSWER: Three hearts.
Show the five card heart
suit on the way to game,
Four hearts may prove better than game in no trump..
Send bridge questions to The Aces.
P0 Box 12163 Dallas Teams 75225.
with selladdressed stamped envelope
los reply

THE MURRAY
TAILOR SHOP
located on the
Court Squire has
not moved.
411 Maim-Street
753-6510

AIME CALL
Sox • 751-4444. MM.
Story - 751-4445.

Antiques

For Sale
Urge assertion
of paine24 Kt.
gold Oped he
psoiaan• earriags
N Minn styles

1

WI Biy
1
Com by sod no otor
Wadi,'Von's

MAIN
STREET
HOUSE
ANTIQUES

$2151D6

602 Ma Street
Aterroy, Ky.
9:00 to 5:00 Moo.Sot.; 1:00 to 5:00
Sea.

Wboissek
knishes
Inc.
Otmlipic Pius
753-7113
Om sae.
te 1 p.m.

S. Lost and Found
1 year
Lost: Beagle
old. Reward. Call 759.
1144 or 759 4546

S.

•
-iiesteseereetreratweemporaw-

_iiiiiiiaialMitailia.WelowwwwW4881611•1000wiarewahowsuoilak

BEST
•

COPY
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2. Notice
essports,
I
•resumes, Wadi one

for
epublicotion

1111

Carter Studio
M.
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.Help Wanted

31PIE

6. Help Wanted

15. Articles for Sale

24. Miscellaneous

32. Apts. For Rent

Someone to come to my
home to babystt 1 child
and do very light
housekeeping. Must
have own transporta
tion. Call 759 1087 after
5p.m.
TECHNICAL TRAINING PROGRAMS We
train
pay salary for
17-34 high school grads.
Phone toll free.
Mon
Fri.
Sam-2pm,
1-8002
3
5580.
Wanted. Experienced
carpenter to work for
barter. 753-0310.
Wanted: Ladies to do
typing in their home.
Write PO Box 2 2 1
Murray Ky. 42071.

DTS Electric cash re
like
gister series 210.
new. 8850. 753-0318.

all
20gal. Aquarium
accessories included
heater stand fish. $50.
153-4521.

Furnished 1 bedroom
1
2
carpeted apartment. /
block from University.
Call 753 2967 after 5p.m.

Apartment size washer
and trash compactor.
Call 753 6532 or 753-0418.
Green sofa sleeper ex
cellent condition $100.
Call 753 3607 after 4p.m.

25. Business Services

33. Rooms for Rent

19. Farm Equipment

26. TV-Radio

ATTENTION Are you
interested in retiring in
five years with a
guaranteed income for
life? Exciting work
high commission paid.
no high pressure
no
experience necessary.
We will train you. All
replies confidential.
Bowermaster 202 College Cts. MSU Murray
9. Situation Wanted
Ky. 42071.
Auto Mechanic full Will cut and remove
time. Must have own dead or unwanted trees
tools. Action Personnel and shrubs. Call for free
753-6532.
estimates before 2:30 at
COMMISSION 753-5484.
SALESPERSONS
Will mow lawn and do
MANUFACTURER'S lawn work. ExREPS, REAL ESTATE perienced. Call 437-4858.
AGENTS INSURANCE Will mow lawns and do
AGENTS- We have a yard work. Jeff Downey
client offering direct 753-8543.
sales positions with
income in the 50 to 75K 10. Business Opportunity
range. Protected territory in Western or Friendly Home Toy
Central Kentucky. Parties now in our 27th
is expanding and
Leads furnished. Travel year
required. For con- has openings for manfidential interview send agers and dealers.
resume to Mr. Party plan experience
Spurlock: Spann Realty helpful. Guaranteed
Associates PO Box 545 toys and gifts. No cash
Murray
Ky. 42071 502- investment, no collecting. delivering car and
753-7724.
phone necessary. Call
Collections Agent. In
collect
Carol Day. 518office telephone col489-8395.
lections no travel. Must
have collection ex- 11. Instruction
perience. 14. per hour
plus commission. Ac- Smocking Classes.
Learn to make beautiful
tion Personnel 753-6532.
'Creative Circle needs children's clothes using
--creative, a m bitipps English Smocking. Call
person to sell and Stephanie Clayton
manage needle-craft
15 3 - 0 9 4 9 f 6 r
the area. Call mahala information.
311-386-5132.
13. For Sale or Trade
I am making u n
believable money sell- Store building in good
ing Fay Swafford per- location. Will except
sonalized purses and large boat or auto as
luggage. If you would part payment. Rooflike a full or part-time mount Marine. heating
job call 527-9637 after and air condition unit
$150. 17ft. fiberglas
5p.m.
boat. Boatrider
deep
Immediate position and wide hull
50hp
available" for Ky. licen- Johnson and trailer
sed registered nurse. as $1500. Fold down camDirector of Nursing per $450. 436-2506.
Service,
of 100 bed
Intermediate Care 14. Want to Buy
Facility in Paducah,
Ky. Competitive salary A farm 10 to 70 acres.
offered and excellent North Stella or west
fringe benefits. An section of Calloway
Equal Opportunity County. Prefer with
Employer. Send resume house. Call 382-2327
With photo 2 letters of after 6p.m.
referance from former Stamp and coin collecemployers or pro- tion or accumulation.
fessional persons to Box Call after 3p.m.
1137 Paducah. Ky.
767-4169.
Medical personnel for Wanted: a 2 row
part-time work. Action tobacco setter. 491-1633
Personnel 753-6532.
-- or 782-3313.
NUCLEAR PLANT Wanted: used goose
OPERATOR TRAINEE decoy floaters. Call
No experience neces- 489-2269 after 6p.m.
sary. We have openings Want to buy feeder pigs
for high school grads and young weaned
17-24. Program includes calves. 753-8539.
hands-on experience at
a nuclear generating 15. Articles for Sale
plant. Full pay while
training. Phone toll 1980 Yamaha 250 CC
Exciter street bike with
free
Mon -Fri
helmet. Ariens lawn
8 am- 2 pm
mower complete set of
1-800-238-5580.
drums. Walther PPk-S
National Corporation of
.380 caliber. Call 527Aloe and skin care
3249 if no one at home
products
needs ambileave message.
tious and sales minded
people full or part-time.
Call local representative between
8a.m.-5p.m. 753-7989.
Reannlitionod *sod
Office machine repair
refrigerators,
man. Experienced.
washers , dryers,
$13000.415000. per year.
Re-location paid. Fee
freezers.
paid. Action Personnel.
753-6532.

16. Home Furnishings

766 1-ti tractor
chiesel
plow
and disc. Call
489 2425.
990 Case diesel tractor
with or without equipment. Call 382-2327 after
6p.m.
Disk blades heavy duty
to fit all disks. Get our
price before you buy. 10
percent off in March on
all blades. Vinson
Tractor Co. 753-4892.
New tires for tractors
and farm equipment.
On farm tire service.
Vinson Tractor Co.
753-4892.
Super C Farmall tractor with cultivators.
Call 489-2331.
Tractor tires new and
used. New disc blades
$3.95 and up. Kough
Equipment Sales Hwy
9.1E 382-2207 Farmington Ky. 42040.
Truck tool boxes 3 point
seeders. hydrolic oil for
all tractors. Vinson
Tractor Co. 753-4892.

HODGES TAX SER One block from MSU
kitchen
VICE. The Income Tax Living room
Specialist 1104 Pogue and laundry facilities
Murray
Ky. Call 759 Boys only. $60. deposit
$60, per month. 759-4538
1425.

34. Houses for Rent

LARGE
SELECTION
USED TV's
25" color $39.95
19" color, 13" col
or, 19" B/W

CLAYTONS
753-7575
27. Mobile Home Sales

10x50 furnished with lot
also 3 seperate lots for
sale. Call 436-2816.
12x65 Trailer for sale or
rent. 759-1987.
1959 Nafhua 10x45 furnished 2 bedroom
mobile home. Window
air condition
electric
heat.
good condition.
1972 Atlantic 12x65 furnished mobile home.
Central electric heat
and air, 2 bedroom and
2 bath
good condition.
22. Musical
Call 753-4808.
1974 12x60 Two bedCAR STEREO Pioneer
room all electric cenMarantz
Kenwood
air condition
Mitsubishi
Sanyo. Pro- tral heat
fessional installation. with house furniture.
Sunset Boulevard Music 753-4091.
Dixieland Center 1976 Schult 14x70 excellent condition. Located
Chestnut St. 753-0113.
in R iveria Courts. 2
bedroom 2 bath fully
large
---Virrp•ted
Closets
cabinets galore. Central
by Meese key end
heat and air stove and
inMelletz Export
refrigerator
understallation and :orrice.
pinned. 10x9 outside
storage shed. A great
buy at only $8000. Call
7594589.
1980 14x60 mobile home.
222$. 12th
Excellent insulation
753-5865
central electric. Call
7594543.

CUSTEIEOS

WORLD OF
SOUND

WANTED
ifispondine party

to
she s perseets is
Me mew pine.

CLAYTONS
753.737S
23. Exterminating

28. Mobile Home Rentals
Nice 2 bedroom trailer
near Murray. No pets.
489-2611.
Nice 2 bedroom trailer.
1 /
1
2 miles east of
Murray. $125. per
month plus deposit.
753-8928.
Two bedroom trailer for
rent. Ledbetter Church
Road. $60. per month.
Call 354-6144.

*Business Rentals

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control
Ph... 753-3914

24. Miscellaneous
DIAMOND
$19.00 each set en
yovr charm or Pease,. No Gimmicks!
Lee's Immediate
Jewelry Repair
404 N. 124
•

Windom
Stoma Spina
For Rent
753-41511

-

32. Apts. For Rent
Furnished 1 bedroom
1
2
carpeted apartment. /
block from University.
Call 753-2967 after 5p.m.
Lakeland Wesley Village now renting 1
bedroom elderly apartments. HUD Rent
Subsidy Program. Apply
L .W.V. U.S.68 at
Jonathan Creek.
Ben-

Brick home for rent
with 1 1/2 acres. Room
for horses and garden. 3
bedroom
1 92 bath
dining room
breeze•
way and garage. Owner
says move in now and
rent will begin 1st of
April. $300. per month.
Call Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors 753-1492.

43. Real Estate
hordes 8. Thermos
Insurance
Real Estate
Sin/Aside Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

40-e

OPPER1JD
753-1222
FIRST HOME
Recently remodele
da
nd
redecorated. This
2 bedroom home
has an electric
floor furnace for
winter and a nice
wooden deck for
summertime enjoyment. Priced in
the $20's.

it.Used Cars

50. Used Trucks

53. Services Offered

1972 Chevrolet Caprice.
Clean.
good condition
ssoo. 4 new radials $50.
Goodyear Viva
each
753
GR 18-15. 753-5281
0990.
1972 Grand Torino. 2
power
door hardtop.
air
steering brakes
new tires. Good condi
tion. 753-8124.
1974 Buick Century. Air
7
good condition. Call

1976 Ford truck 6 cylin
der. 753-0123 or 436•5433.

Guttering by Sears.
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications
Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
Handyman will do elec
trical and plumbing
repairs and general
maintenance. Murray
and North Calloway
County. Reasonable
rates. Call 436-2103.

1974 Chevrolet Chevelle.
4 door clean $1275. Also
1964 Ford pickup. 6
cylinder 5450.489-2595.

1981 2 door
Lincoln Town
Car Signature
series , -loaded,

Three bedroom
double
large garden
garage,
spot. Off Hwy 121 on
Airport Road. Call 7535209.
Three bedroom home 1
block off campus. Cenfully
tral gas heat,
furnished. Before 4p.m
753-8207.
after 4p.m 45. Farms for Sale
753-3763.
90 acre farm in ColTwo bedroom house 1 dwater with older
mile west of Stella on home. 70 tendable
121 Hwy. Garden space acres 40 bottom and 30
available. 753-3604.
in hillside. Burley and
air cured tobacco base.
31. Pets Supplies
Call Bob Haley at
Morgan Trevathan &
Register now for Spring Gunn Realty 753-4000 or
Dog Obedience Classes. 489-2266.
1977 Granada. Original
2 month pups to adults.
owner. 35 000 miles. No
436-2858.
46. Homes for Sale
air excellent condition.
Registered Border Collie pups. 759-9238 or 1705 3 bedroom brick house. $2300. 753-6625.
Carpet throughout,
2 1978 Honda Civic. Low
Dodson.
baths.
large living mileage.
excellent
room and den. 2 car shape. Call 753-3027.
41. Public Sale
garage with large stor- 1978
Impala. 4 door
Furniture microwave,
age room. Call 489-2145 good
condition
couch
coffee table
or 753-2493.
odds and ends. 1400 Assumable like new. 2 wholesale. Call 753-9872.
Sycamore Street year old home. Fenced 1978 Trans Am. White
with silver Edition
anytime.
in yard. __garage
heat_
eagles.---12 ed velour inpump plus extras. Call__tenor with
captains
43. Real Estate
owner ---7-53- 8461-0-r-seats. Hops. cruise
SHROAT WALDROP
factory air
electric
759-1707.
REAL ESTATE
'windows, electric door
By owner
new extra locks. tilt wheel. AMWestern Cedar 3 nice
4 bedroom house. FM stereo gold wheels
BR 2 bath home
Spacious large rooms. With GT qualifier
with spacious livMust see to fully ap- radials. Mechanically
preciate. Will except sound,
ing area and ex45 300 miles.
tremely functional any reasonable offer. $5800 firm. Call 8-5 at
Call 753-3903.
753-0333
after ..Sp.m.
kitchen. Central
House for sale by 7 5 3 - 0 1 . 1 1 0 9
heat plus owner. 6 rooms and Westwood. -7
economical wood
bath.
built-in garage. 1979 Firebird Formula.
Completely furnished. Power windows.
stove, extra room
auto1st class. Priced $35 000. matic new tires rear
for work and play;
759-4702.
window defroster
AM triple garage with
House for sale on 280 3 FM radio stereo. Price
outside storage, miles from lake. Owner $4900. or will trade for
PLUS 14 beautiful financing. $3000. down. cheaper car. 753-5086.
436-2658.
acres, located on
1979 Ford Ranchero.
On 1513 Glendale a well Silver red interior, air
paved road
Highway 444, ON- landscaped 3 bedroom condition 8-track tape
brick. Double paved player. Call 753-2330
LY 39,900 - come drive,
large storage 753-7703.
make your offer! with patio. Wall paper
1979 Spirit. 6 cylinder
Spann Realty
bath and ahalf
large air
power steering
Associates, Inc. kitchen and dining with 26 000 miles 4 speed
carpet and drapes. Also wholesale. 1803 College
753-7724.
stove and refrigerator. Fm. Rd.
Phone 753-1406 for
No strain to own
appointment.
this two bedroom
On the lake in Pine
1981 Pontiac heBluff. 2 bedroom with
brick - $14.06 per
milk Coops. Load.
dock.
$.17
garage
and
square foot. Spill
ed. One Owner Loco!
500. 436-2102.
proof breakfast
Car. 11,000 miles.
Small 2 bedroom house
room for your eager
in country. $7000. Call
little eaters. Out753-8014.
side storage for
darnel&
Three bedroom home on
bikes, tools and
Hwy 94. Formal dining
Pontiac
room
living room
toys. Only one value

moon roof, 22
MPG, electronic

fuel injection
special over-

drive. Two year
warranty.
Lists $22,800
Now $14,500
753-7113

PURDOMS

like this - don't
miss out! Dial 7531492 - Century 21
Loretta Jobs
Realtors.

1406W. Main
753-5315

large game room.
Private setting and
convenient location.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY 753-1222.
Two bedroom
large
level lot garden garage
good well. 4 210
miles out. just off 121
--north at Stella. $14 000.
$1000. down. Balance
monthly at 11 percent.
Would consider renting.
CO 489 2595.

1980 Thunderbird. Air
split vinyl top,
low
excellent
mileage
Strout
shape. Call 753-4016.
ton__ Kit, 4.2015. 502-354Itepttya
1980 Z-28 Camaro. Black
18/1. An Equai-Finiising
low
with red trim
G.E. Refrigerator like Opportunity.
miles. automatic air19ft. Hitachi corn
new
Office Coast to Coast
power windows and
ponent stereo set truck Nice 2 bedroom duplex 3
layers how Everywhere
fully
power steering
B Allis miles from town. Farm
tool box
agreement
work
Ramble
Serves
Sime
1,00
loaded. Must see to
Chalmer tractor. Staravailable
for
right
1/12
Coldwater
toed
appreciate. Paris
Tn.
craft aluminum boat
47. Motorcycles
Illorray, %faulty 12871
901-642-1961. $7500. Also
12ft.
Toledo store couple. Call 753-8848
1980
Harley
Davidson
(502)7534186
1979 Chevrolet Van.
scales
Kenmore Nice 2 bedroom unEXPERIENCED
X LS Roadster. Black
Newly customized in
Aaytime
washer and dryer. Days furnished apartment.
JOURNEYMAN
silver
and gold. 5800 1981. Blue and silver,
753-7151, nights 474 2257. 308 S. 10th. $165. month.
101E. AMNON
212 Mein Street
52 miles per fully loaded. $85.
miles
ELECTRICIANS
Beam
Merrit Student En- Deposit required. 9-5
gallon
753-1 586
lots of chrome. 1981 Datsun 310 GX.
licoasod loaded
cyclopedias. 20 volume call 753 0859 after 6p.m.
We mid two or three
753 9635
• set. 2 volumn dictionary 753-5214.
Perfect condition. 55000.
electricians for two
Martin houses 6 room 4 year books. 4 volumn One bedroom un
Call 753-7853.
4.
Auto
Services
projects in
$24.99 12 room $36.99
medical books
and furnished apartment. THAT'S INCRED1GOVERNMENT SURImport Auto Salvage PLUS CARS AND
1
bookcase. 753-7635 after New wall to wall carpet
BLE...$35,000 for a
Hopkinsville. Write
new and used parts. TRUCKS many sold
room $49.99
24 room 5p.m.
re -modeled kitchen. home, stock barn,
P.O. Box 1 1 1 3
474 2325
5 9 . 99
Wallen Raleigh bicycle like Deposit and references
through local sales
orchard
and
30
Nopkinsville, Ky.
Hardware Paris.
required.
Over 50 rebuilt auto- under $300. Call 1-714new. $140. Call 753-7231.
too!!! The
42040--ee-AA- 502--refrigerator
matic transmissions in 569-0241 for your direciron SEASONED Call Spann Real* ---1W--acres,
Price is right and
885-1821 to make
stock. 90 day un- tory on how to purwheels,
yard trailer. FIREWOOD. Mixed soc. for all your real
estate
needs.
753-7724.
conditional warranty. chase. Open 24 hours.
Call 753-9138 or 753-5292.
You Asked For It so
applications.
hardwoods 18in.-24in.
Reynolds Trans- Want to sell 1970 Buick
Tillers Shp Briggs and available. $27.50 a rick One bedroom furnished
dial CENTURY 21
HALL CONTRACTING
missions Hwy 69 North good for parts. $75.
Straton engine chain delivered. Call John or unfurnished
Loretta
Jobs
CORP.
lakefront apartment in
Paris Tn. 901-642-2572.
drive. $269.99 Wallen Bover at 753-8536.
436-5430.
753-1492
Realtors
AN *evil eppertsaity
Panorama Shores.
Used Volkwagon parts
Hardware Paris.
'Sawdust for sale. Fireplace with insert.
Let's
Make
A
and
9010999*
Used Trucks
at Duane's Place. Hours
Tobacco sticks. Call Hauled or loaded. Call
References and deposit
Deal...Today
8-6p.m. 435-4272.
345-21161 or 247-3953.
753-6626 after 60.m.
1967 Chevy pickup. 6
required. 436-2184 or
cylinder
straight shift.
753-7272.
Short step side bed.
One bedroom furnished
Good condition. Call
apartment near hospi•
753-8124.
He's worked hard to be one of tal. Couples preferred.
the best, working in a highly
1973 Chevrolet Van
Phone 492-8662.
technical field where he would
excel
Re-built engine
One or 2 bedroom
•PRIKRIPT1015 *FREW FRUIT DRINKS
be in demand anywhere. He
lent throughout. $950
apartments for rent at
chose to stay in the Navy.
•NOSPITAL SIMS FOR RENT AND SALE
1803 College Farm
Everyone knows the Navy is Embassy Apartments,
Road.
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
one of the best places to pick
Call 753-2530 or 753 4331.
1975
Jeep Cherokee 444.
a job in almost any field and
*MOUNTER
OSTOMY
Two bedroom furnished
PRODETS
Good condition. Call
then take advantage of top
apartment 311 N. 5th .
hes
haver,
m
Pnwerlesleas
le
City
Units
technical training.
753 4686 after 5p.m.
furnished. $155.
But it's also a fact that besides Water
1976 Ford F-700 2 ton
pets.
Call
month.
No
per
1
1
”
1
being a prime source for techtruck. 23 000 actual
753-1203.
nical training, the Navy is also
miles.
5 speed trans
a great place for a highly
Two bedroom duplex.
mission 362 heady duty
rewarding career.
Central heat and air. No
motor. 753 0959.
Some of the best people in
Corner Mayfield Road & Dodson Ave.
pets. $210. month. $200.
their fields have turned their
1 9 8 0 Ford Van
deposit. Lease required.
1600
Dodson A%e.
training and experience into a
759-1177 customized for camp
5p.m
after
Call
Navy career, and that makes
in9. 759-1359 759 4577.
153-6699.
Alterations
us proud. As Navy career men
Ladies
Gents
Children
Car hauler -Chevrolet
and women, they're people
Two bedroom
Custom Sewing
454 automatic with air.
who not only believe ill being
townhouse apartment.
[)rapes
Clothing
the hest at what they do. they
Leather Garments, Chaps, Vests
Needs paint. $3800 382
re
range,
Carpeted
Black Powder Jackets & Shirts
hi•lievi• it niealis a little bit more frigerator
2132 Graves Co.
Emersencies
taken care ofimmediately
whim it's done for their country. dishwasher
The Impossible we do Now.
Jeeps
Government
washer dryer
Miracles takes little longer
dikposal.
Surplus listed for $3 196.
hookup. Central heat
sold for $4400. For
All Garments Steam Pressed Ready to Wear
Between lane's Beauty Salon & Rib Shack
information call 312•931
!awaiting ferAinerica. and air. 753 7550 753,
7559
anamminaMM-nal 1841 Ex/ 1774

FOR SALE

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
CO.

50.

WALLIS DRUG

I

The Tailor Shop

Navy know-how

51. Campers
Parking space for
campers
trailers
house trailers on lots
over looking lake by the
week month season
year. Call
anytime.

436-5519

52. Boats-Motors
14ft. Mirrow Craft boat.
20hp. Johnson motor
and trailer. Call after
5p.m. 753-5.503. 5800.
30 ft. Fiberglas
houseboat on Kentucky
lake. $7000. or land
exchange. 753-4718.
Glastron 155t. run -about. Walk through
winct:t.,;eld
power tilt.
60 E vinrude motor
winter cover. $2500. Call
753-9274 after Sp.m.
McGregor 21ft. sail
boat. 3 sails boat motor
and trailer. Excellent
condition. Sanjuan 21ft.
sail boat. 753-1736.
Sears boat motor 7 /
1
2hp.
tank and bilge pump.
A.1 condition. Call 7591987.

Need a second opinion?1
Local
outird
references.
referenc.e7s.59CL-allo7l
753-8076.

I will care for your child
6a.m.-6p.m. Mon.-Fri.
By week day or hour.
Located in Hardin.
Good atmosphere. 7536268.
K & K STUMP REMO
VAL. Do you need
stumps removed from
your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up
53. Services Offered
to 24 inches below the
leaving only
ALCOA ALUMINUM ground.
SIDING or vinyl siding sawdust and chips. Call
free estimates. Bob
and trim. Aluminum for
trim for brick houses. Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp Jr 435-4319.
Jack Glover 753-1873.
Licensed electrician for
residential and commercial. Heating and
ROOFING
gas inair condition
lUILT-UP 6 SHINGLES
stallation and repair.
.
Reforeamos. , All' work
Phone 753-7203.
gaarriatitod. Fro*
Make the best of a bad
Estimates. Coll 759situation and save
1859 or 7534581.
money. Been window
shopping and seen new
Asphalt driveways and car prices? Keep your
parking lots sealed by car and imagine a new
Sears. For free es- interior. Tell us what
tim ates call 753-2310.
_yOu want. Will make
Bake and broil range your car as nice as any
new one. Bill's Upelements. dryer belts.
all makes. Rowland holstery behind DQ
Refrigeration Sales and 753-8085.
Service. 753-2825.
Need work on your
prunCARPENTER SER- trees? Topping
ing shaping, complete
VICE. New homes.
additions
custom kit- removal and more. Call
all remodeling. BOVER'S TREE
chens
SERVICE for ProHawley Bucy 492-8120.
Concrete block brick. fessional tree care.
21 years experience. No 753-8536.
job to large or small. P & D Lawn Service. We
Free estimates. Call are now giving estimates on lawn mow753-5476.
serVice and small
Do you need your ing
carpets cleaned? Find tree service. Call 436out how inexpensive it 2997 or 436-2315.
can be done with deep
steam cleaning. Call
Atomism Service Cs.
Jeff 753-0015.
alone' aal viuyl sent,

costae trim wadi.
Minket Call Will El
galley, 153-8689.
Professional painting.
paperhanging
commercial
residential
interior-exterior
Farm
buildings
estimates
Tremon Farris 759 1987
Sammy Tidwell Paint
ing and Contracting
Experienced interior
and exterior painting
Free estimates. Call
753-4686 or 753-0487
Tree Work. Topping
and taking
trimming
down. 436-2172.
Tree trimming and
removal. Hedges and
shrubs. Firewood. 7535176.
Wet basement? We
make wet basements
dry,
work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write: Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2 Box
409 A Paducah
KV
42001 or call 442-7026.
Will sharpen hand saws
chain saws and skill
saws. Call 753-4656.
Window Cleaning fast
service. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Free es
timates. 753-7140.

Experienced Carpenter
will do remodeling new
houses. out buildings
etc. Established family
owned business in
Murray for many years.
Call 435-4354 after 5p.m.
FLOOR SANDING and
finishing. Stained floors
a speciality. Dodeau
Floor Co. Call 354-6127.
Fence sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
For your lime hauling
and lime spreading
white rock. gravel, and
coal hauling. Call 7534545 or see Roger
Hudson. Located 10
miles east on Hwy 94.
Free estimates. All
Your electrical
plumbing well pumps heating
air conditioning.
painting and insulating
needs. Call 753-9673.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry
plumbing
concrete,
55. Feed and Seed
roofing
sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free Alfafa and grass hay
estimates. Days 474- square bales. Located
2359 niehts/74-2276.
in Murray. 753-3984.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
- SHOP
225 L.P. Miller St. Mem how Carwisoy Caw.

Specializing In Senior Citizens
Hair Cats $1.00
Shampoo, Shave and Haircut $2.75
Op.. Hours
Mee., Tees., Wed., Tiers., Fri., SM.
7:30-2:30 - 753-3685

William Nall Pasco, DMD

announces the opening
of his office
for the practice of
General Dentistry
Hours by appointment only
Evening Hours Available
1653 Calloway Aive, ,753-19l4
4
wiSt.

,
-491/110.

_
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Kopperud acquires Boyd-Majors
Kopperud Realty has
announced the acquistion
of Boyd-Majors Real
Estate.
According to BrokerOwner Bill Kopperud, the
merger represents a
significant reorganization of the local real
estate marketing structure.
The former "Home
Team" of Geri Andersen,
George Gallagher, Bill
Rayburn, Glenda Smith,
Lindy Suiter and Kopperud has been enlarged
with the addition the entire Boyd-Majors staff of
Rex Alexander, B.B.
Hook Jr., Homer Miller,
Audra Moody, Reuben
Moody, Barbara Erwin
and Warren Shropshire.
"We feel very fortunate
to have expanded our
sales force to include the
talent and expertise of
such an outstanding
group. Now with 13 sales

professionals working at
the White House
Building, 711 Main, we
feel confident of providing the people of Murray and Calloway County
even better real estate
service," Kopperud said.
Kopperud Realty has
been in existence since
Jan. 1, 1976. The company
offers a complete range
of real estate service including residential, farm
and land, commerical,
lake property, relocation
and appraisal. Kopperud
Realty also has a home
warranty plan, 24-hour
answering service, and
national referral
capability.
The agency became affiliated on Sept. 19, 1978,
with Homes For Living
Network, a unique real
estate marketing
organization comprised
of over 900 real estate
firms serving 9,000 corn-

GROCERY GIVEAWAY WINNER — Daytha
Outland was the winner of $1,000 in groceries at
Parker's Food Market Super Grocery Giveaway.
According to Joe Parker, there have been 300 winners in the giveaway and Outland is the first $1,000
winner.

Stokes named
president
of association

Speight article
published
in magazine

Bank of Murray
offer our

Harrison attends seminar
Bessie Harrison, head
cashier at Owen's Food
Market, recently attended a one-day comprehensive management cashier
seminar in Clarksville.
Sponsored by Malone
and Hyde Manpower
Training Service, Memphis, in conjunction with

Malone and Hyde
Wholesale Distributing
Center, Nashville, the
seminar provided participants with
knowledgable skills to
improve customer
satisfaction.
An 11-year employee at
Owen's, Harrison receiv-

•

munities throughout the Wilham, Maryville,
United States, Canada Tenn.; and David, Lexand the Caribbean.
ington.
Audra Moody was coShropshire entered the
Will Edd Stokes recentmanager and partner- real estate profession in
ly was installed as the
owner of Boyd-Majors un- 1961. He served as office
1982-83 president of the
til the acquistion. She manager of Ennis Realty,
Kentucky Farm and
received her Kentucky Munster, Ind., prior to
Power Equipment
Real Estate Salesman's moving to Murray. He
Dealers Association.
License in 1974 and has was part-owner of a home
The association, headbeen a full-time realtor construction operation
quartered in Louisville, is
since then. She has before joining Boyda trade organization comaveraged more than 81 Majors in 1977.
posed of 250 farm equipmillion in sales each year
Currently treasurer of
ment retailers
during her career.
the board of realtors,
throughout Kentucky.
Moody received her Shropshire and his wife
President of Stokes
broker's license in 1976. Ginny reside on Goodman
Tractor & Implement
She also served as a Street. She is manager of
Co., Inc., Masseydirector of the Murray- Bright's. They have two
Ferguson farm equipCalloway County Board children — Jim, Murray;
ment dealership on Inof Realtors for four and Diane Harder,
dustrial Road,Stokes was
years. He was secretary Hebron,Ind.
elected to the associain 1979.
Erwin received her
NEW PRESIDENT — Will Edd Stokes (right) recently was installed as the
tion's board of directors
Reuben Moody receiv- salesman's license and
1982-83 president of the Kentucky Farm and Power Equipment Dealers Associain 1977 and was chosen
ed his salesman's license joined Boyd-Majors in
tion. With Stokes is Smith Van Hook,outgoing president.
vice president in 1981.
and joined the Boyd- 1973. A Murray State
Majors staff in 1975. He graduate, she has conalso is a supervisor with tinued her real estate
South Central Bell and education in several
has been the company courses at the university.
more than 30 years.
She and her husband
The Moodys live at 1507 Otis "Hamp" Erwin
Chaucer Dr. and are reside on Doran Road.
members of the First They are members of the
United Methodist Church. First United Methodist
They have three children Church and have two
An article concerning
— Stephen, Columbia, children — Ann, the Murray approach to
S.C.; Susan Bowerman, Paducah; and Mark, auto reconditioning, writNashville; and Sandra, Murray.
ten by Jerry Speight, apMurray.
Hook received his pears in the March issue
Alexander received his salesman's license and of Car Exchange.
salesman's license in 1973 joined Boyd-Majors in
Art instructor at Murand his broker's license 1974. From 1953 to 1974, ray State University and
in 1975. He was co- he served as a land use free-lance writer, Speight
manager and partner- agent for Tennessee prepared the text and 22
owner of Boyd-Majors. A Valley Authority. He and accompanying photos on
member of the Murray hi•_Joffe Peggy Jean a step-by-step procedure
State University faculty reside at 1704 Parklane. for auto reconditioning
RECONDITIONING THE MURRAY WAY — Jerry Speight demonstrates the
since 1952, Alexander was They have three children based on methods praclocal procedure for auto reconditioning. The process appears in the March issue
named "Professor of the — Dixie Rayburn, ticed in local car shops.
of Car Exchange.
Year" ir. 1977. He earned Nashville; Denise
A used car purchased
M.S. and Ph.D. degrees Seltzer, Paducah; and from a local dealer was
from Indiana University. Dinah, Murray.
the subject taken before,
OFNEAPAr,
Alexander and his wife
Miller received his during and after the *
4
7
4
1
-VV
.
:
••:.\,„_.AN..0PA
Doris reside at 1320 Wells salesman's license and reconditioning cycle.
Blvd. They are active joined Boyd-Majors in
Speight learned the
members of the First 1974. A University of Ken- clean-up process while
We al the
United Methodist Church. tucky graduate, he serv- working with his father, a
(
The Alexanders have two ed as UK extension agent retired dealer. He also is
children — Cindy in west Kentucky for 30 a member and
years. Miller and his wife photographer for the
Louise reside at 1505 Twin Lakes Antique Car
Dudley. They have one Club, which Howard
son — Ron, Cape brandon serves as presiGirardeau, Mo.
dent.
ed a certificate of Som•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••wir
achievement at the end of •
•
•
a
the session. Topics •
•
For all your Travel Reservations Call
•
•
discussed included •
•
•
•
checker knowledge, store •
•
operations, customer
relations, attitude, and
store productivity.
Owen's is owned by
Kenneth Owen.
•

Congratulations

• Marjorie and Bill Major
.
•
.
•
—753-0880
.
•
•
•

•

Bennett honors
Randy Wright

•
•

•
.
.
•
•
•
.

representing

American and International Traveltime

ite•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••I

Randy Wright was
named "Salesman of the
Year" for 1981 at Bennett
"‘& Associates by President M. Wayne Bennett.
A native of Calloway
County and son of David
Wright, Wright was top
salesman ivith the firm
for seven of the 12 months. He was awarded a
plaque.
Wright is a 1978
graduate of Murray State
University with a degree
in marketing. He also
joined the insurance
brokerage firm that year.
Bennett & Associates
specializes in group
health and life insurance
and other employee
benefits. The office is
SALESMAN OF THE YEAR — Randy Wright
located at 305 N. 4th St.
(middle) was named "Salesman of the Year" by M.
The telephone number is
Wayne Bennett (right), president of Bennett and
753-7273.
Associates. With Wright is his wife Donna.

• Kopperud Realty
• Will Edd Stokes

Jerry Speight
Bessie Harrison
Randy Wright
Daytha Outland

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS
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Bulk
Dormant
Oil $3.75 tel.

1979 Olds Cutlass Brougham
Station Wagon
Burgundy, tan interior, V8, power steering,
power brakes, air conditioning, roof rock,
wire wheel covers. 39,xxx miles.

Fruit
Tree Supplies

Wigs Own C•stsirtr)

Bag Lime &
Fertilizer

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
641 S.

753-2617
I

wyroas PARTS DMA=

Murray
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Stop
Birds From
Roosting
With
"Roost
No
More"

Wettable Table
Sulphur
Captan
Borer Spray
Lime Sulphur
Home Fruit
Spray & Many
Others
Plant Bed Supplies
Men's or Ladies

Digital Witch

FREE
With Porches,
Of Precision
Gordon Sutler
(ww.S.
Loos I

Kites can easily
got caught In power linos
and cause electrical shock. Fly
8
1NC;*1
kites far away from aloctric power lines.
If your kits accidently falls onto power
linos, lot go at once. By keeping kites away
from power linos, you can keep kilo flying safe.

••
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• ••

Bulk Garden
Seed & Plants

HARRELL'S FARM & HOME
"Calloway County's Complete
Form Supply Store"

"
West Ky. Rural Electric Coop. Corp.
1

753-7862

753-5012

Hwy. 94 1. Murray, Ky.
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